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RECESS ARGUMENT BETWEEN THE FAMOUS

DIPPED
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CLEANED

DEFENDANTS ARE
IN COMPLAINT

conferencere
decidesi

INDEMNITY

FROM UNITED
STATES

USED

Damages and Insults.
PROBABLY PROMPTED
BY HOME GOVERNMENT
Sin Francisco, June 12 The Jap
anese residents of San Francisco, it
- said, intend to demand an indemnity of the United Mtates government
upon the
for the alleged attack
H irseshoe restaurant, and other acts
of violence which they say have been
billeted on them.
They hope also, by bringing diplo
matic pressure to bear upon the gov
eriment at Washington, to suppress
,e
ugtiation in Cali-- f
irnia.
Probably Adti-si- l
b) Japan.
This action Is probably prompted
Japanese
A
government.
the
umber of cablegrams have passed
Japanese residents und their
r nisul here, and the go eminent In
Jipan. lint no Information us lo
:
contents has been given out.
The attitude of Japan toward the
I'iM'ed States, white not exactly calm,
has not been belligerent, and li is
that the foreign government
;; - advised tlii- - curse of settlement
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inUnited States district
for the eleven districts of
New Mexico, under the Jurisdiction
UNFOLDED BY
.
of the Bureau of Animal Industry,
met yesterday and today in confer
ence upon topics in relation to the
sheep industry in New Mexico. The
ORCHARD
conference was held In the office of
Dr. Marion lines, chief of the bureau
department of New Mexico and Arizona, in the Raynolds building.
The object of the meeting was to Shadowed General for Twelve
to the
consider measures relative
cleaning of all sheep corrals in the '
Nights but Dogs Barking
territory, the disinfecting and dipping
of sheep and other matters ordered
by the sheep sanitary board at a reFrightened would-b- e
cent meeting. The inspectors
and
their assistants have Just completed
Murderer.
a far.reaching tour of inspection of
the ranges of the territory in which
every sheep owner was personally
visited and his stock and corrals inspected.
AGAIN INSISTS HE
Conditions Bad.
"The present conditioni
of the
sheep corrals in the territory is very
IS TELLING TRUTH
Imes,
Dr.
bad," said
"but the sheep
men will have to clean up. Among
the small sheep raisers, especially
the methods in vogue are unsanitary
and injurious to the Industry. The Spirited Tltf Between Witness and
new rules of the sanitary board In
regard to dipping and otherwise safeCounsel as to Former's Vguarding against sheep diseases will
be enforced.
eracityAdmits He Swin"The penalty for disobedience to
these orders is seizure of the infected
dled Farmers by Hall
stock, which will then be treated and
,
the expense .charged to the recalcitInsurance Came.
rant owners. The new order providing for dipping goes into effect July
1."
iioise, Idaho, June 12. The cross
Iist of InsMVtors.
The district inspectors from the examination of Harry Orchard today
eleven districts, all of whom are was carried over the attempt on the
represented at this conference, are:
life of Governor Peabody at Canon
Dr. O. A. Lipp, Roswell; Dr. K. J. City, and events immediately
sucBlanche, Las Vegas; Dr. C. C. Hea-coeceeding that affair, Including the
t;
Clayton; Dr. W. A. Savage,
Dr. J. J. Hougendobler. Katon: doddard and Gabbert plots, and it
Dr. (J. T. Casper, Chama; Dr. W. A. followed the usual methods designed
Skinner. Santa Fe; O. H. Robinson. to confuse and discredit the witness.
Alamorgordo; E. S. Splndler, MagdaAttorney Richardson again suggestlene: Dr. F. L. Synder. Grants, and
Dr. M. C. Wiley, Albuquerque.
ed that Orchard was being coached
will
be
The conference
concluded by Detective McParland and counsel
tonight.
for the prosecution.
Destruction of Scabies.
In this manner he provoked the
"The Sheep Sanitary Hoard of
sharpest wrangle that the attorney
Is represented at the conference by Harry F. Lee." continued Dr. and witness have had in their long
Imes. "This board, although it la a contest.
spiritedly denied that he
territorial institution, is acting heart- Is Orchard
being coached, and asserted that
ily in conjunction and
he
telling
is
the truth.
with the United States Inspector of
Orchard said that he and Pettibone
Industry,
the Hureau of Livestock
which is a part of the Department of discussed the project of killing Judge
Agriculture.
The meeting Is largely Gabbert. but that he alone started
murder Judge Goddard withtaken up with purely technical dis- out to
any suggestion from Haywood.
to
as
the best scientific meth- out
cussions
Moyer
or Pettibone, except a general
ods of combating the 'scabies,' the
disease which is so destructive to the one made months before.
Industry.
welfare of the sheep
Another Crime.
Still another crime came home to
Sheep Must Ho Dipocd.
"We met to discuss the details con- orchard today. Under examination,
against he confessed that he swinlded farmnected with our cumpalgn
sheep diseases. The new order com- ers of southern Colorado with a fake
pelling the dipping of sheep, which hail insurance game while down there
goes into effect July 1, will be carried trying to kill Peabody.
into execution under the personal
Plot Against liVU.
of about one hundred govJust before recess the monotony of
ernment inspectors.
"All sheep in the territory will have the cross examination was broken by
to be dipped In the presence of an Orchard's description of his attempt
inspector or a commissioned assist- to kill Gen. Sherman Hell in Denver.
For twelve nights, he said, he- was
ant. The dippftig vats must conform
to the requirements, that Is,
they at Hell's residence waiting for an opportunity
to shoot him.
must be 100 feet long and be deep
More than once Hell's life
was
enough for sheep to swim the full
by
the barking of small dogs.
length. It is prescribed in the order saved
Never Faltered in Keplies.
that the animals must remain In the
dip two minutes. It will take a sheep
continued his testimony
at least two minutes to swim 100 thisorchard
afternoon, it bearing largely on
feet.
events
with the attempted
connected
"There are many different prep- assassination of General Hell.
dipped,
are
in
which
jneep
arations
He furnished names, dates and all
but we have authorized and will use other facta rapidly
without fala bath of lime and sulphur, or per- tering, though the and
defense put him
haps tobacco and sulphur. The vats through a terrific pace.
also must have arrangements for
It is believed that he will be perheating, which will insure the liquid mitted
to leave the stand tomorrow,
remaining at a certain temperature. but if so,
will be recalled later.
Certain specified kinds of tank for
cooking the medicine are also to be
Insisted upon. The dipping will be
thoroughly done in the strict accord- NEW YORK FEELS
ance with the regulations.
Investigating Itangos.
BADLY SLIGHTED
"Since April 1, several hundred
men under the direction of the disinspectors
Inspecting
have
been
trict
the ranges and corrals of the territory, and It is upon the reports of
Special to The Kvening Citizen.
these inspectors that the plans for the
Washington. D. C, June 12.
4
coming campaign are being laid. 4 New
York feels slighted and her
This is a special meeting for the purpolitical leaders are ruflled acpose of systematizing the work.
cordingly. Chairman Sherman
"Where goats are kept with sheep 44 of the republican
congressional 4
they must be dipped the fume as
committee is quoted as saying 4
sheep Coats are not subject to the 44 that
Theodore Koosevelt could
scabies, but Ihev can carry the disbe
for a third term
ease in their wool and transfer it to
as president without consulting
the sheep.
New York delegates. He is fur- - 4
"The losses of wotil and sheep to 4 thr ipioteil as saving that
in
this dreaded disease ale en. onion- - if 4 such
event. Mr. Koosevelt would
it once gets beyond control.
Xo'h.:
be
by a larger majority
we can do to stamp out toe plague 4 thanelecteil
before. Washington is also
will remain undone. The matter is
taking
of this statement
notice
of vital importance '.o every one in
and it Is creating considerable
the territory as the welfare of Ihu
III
talk
the presi.lenti il aspirant
sheep industry reflect gmi or bad.
circles.
4
financially upon the whole commun4
4
lo Summer Home.
ity. A few Veils will prolllllh
live 4
President Koosevelt left this
to li.l ,W Mexico of e.jllles.
)n
eveuiiiK
fur
summer
home 4
"In addition to the work of dip- - 4 1! iiy-tnumber of
l!a.
ping the sheep,
run als ami pen- t
p
men t oflicixls were at the
tl i 0 Wilt- - Hons,,
II
for sheep Will be
today before the
as "ex poed 'afteited' or 'free' a'-president
took iiis departure.
Ihev will be toldetllted or approved
Delegate Andrew.-- , also called 4
to :he lepoM of :h- - tf or tlie president and spent
for use
some
ti'ii- - i'i eoi, v ei Mat ion with him.
(Continued on Pane lour.)
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GUN TO

AMERICA

INVESTIGATE
TREATMENT

OF

RAN DOWN BY

LAUNCH
j

BIG

TRAMP

STEAMER
Official Inquiry Into Trelford's Generally Accepted View as
Methods to Start To- to Loss of Eleven Naval
morrow Morning.
Men at Norfolk.
NOTICE SERVED ON
PRESIDENT SENDS
HIS CONDOLENCE
SUPERINTENDENT,
Special to The Citizen.
Santa Fe, N. M.. June
J,

12.

Om- -

tain Arthur Trelford that the inves-f
tigation of charges of inhuman treatment of convicts under the administration at the Territorial penitentiary
will begin tomorrow morning at
o'clock.
As announced by the Citizen's correspondent yesterday. Attorney General George W. Prlchard will conduct the Investigation.
Koman Llberato Haca, speaker of
the house of the 37th legislative assembly has been appointed notary
public to swear all witnesses and
Frank J. Shearon. formerly clerk in
the office of commissioner of public lands has been appointed stenographer and will take all statements
of witnesses and transcribe them.
The examination of witnesses will
be a thorough one and the investigation will be tno.-- t searching so that
Superintendent Trelford will either
be cleared
of the charges made
against him or he will have some explanations to make concerning his
methods of handling prisoners.
The investigation will be fair and
impartial in so far as the attorney
general Is concerned. What
the superintendent will give,
is a matter of some doubt since he
appears to resent the inquiry into his
methods.
X VMK I(L1M M
JtMl U. S. SKNATOK
Oklahoma City, June 12. Official
returns from the democratic primaries up to 11 o'clock, show that T. P.
Gore, of Iawton, is 1.8U0 in the lead
for United States senator, and has
undoubtedly won over Hoffman. Gore
is blind.
Itisheo Pootpoiu-- s llutrter l.icclion
Blsbee, Ariz. June 12. After considering the matter from all sides, It
has been decided to postpone the
vote on the new city charter for
three weeks. Instead of June 20, the
election will be held on July 9.
' in. 11'.
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THOSE SCHOOL BOOKS

t t t tCitizen.
i i Kvenlng
l ( itol The
iit
iSpecial
Santa Fe. N. M.. June 12.lt Is
understood here that the territorial board "f education, which
for the pas' few das has been
wrangling ov r the mutter
of
awarding the school books for
the public schools, has finally let
tin: ciintrai I for
readers and
the American
iphies
c,,mpi'i "f Chicago.
The board s "ions, it is said,
wer,- and there was
ia
of opinion as to the
ii dltfeien.
Tacts which has
lit!". ot 101
lie ' p.
bed up.
not ;.
The Ii.i.u,! vvl.l into executive
sess.on lodav to examine the
K of ' ai hers for cerliti- N'ew Mexico.
ate. In te.i.i.

;i!r
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Norfolk, Va., June 12. It is probably firmly decided by the fleet's officers that the loss of the launch from
the battleship Minnesota, containing
one oftlcer, llv midshipmen and five
sailors from that hlp, in the Koads
Monday night, was due to a collision
of the launch with a tramp steumer,
whose officers are to be arrested as
soon as they make port.
Caps, boxes and
other articles
known to have been In the launch
havn been found.
During such a torm as raged outside Monday night, the harbor here
is always tilled with vessels and th
belief that a tramp steamer ran over
the launch drowning its occupants
is generally accepted.
President Kxprcswtt Grief.
Iialtimore. Md., June 12. A telegram expressing the shock and grief
of President and Mrs. Koosevelt at
the news of the loss In Hampton
Itoads yeaterday of a launch from
the battleship Minnesota wth six midshipmen, the boatswain and four enlisted men, was written by the president on ills train this morning and
sent from Baltimore to Hear Admiral
Evans. The disaster Is believed to
have been caused by tha collision of
the launch with a big steamer.
W'reckaffo Ashore.
Newport News. Va.. June 12.
Shortly before noon today, articles
washed ashore at Buckree
Beach,
supposed to have come from the
ited launch of the Minnesota, which
sunk in Hampton Koads Monday
night. The articles consisted of two
sailors' caps, and other portions of
i( th similar to that used for cushions
on naval launches, a sleeve from the
blouse of a sailor, and of an awning
similar to the one that covered the
launch in question.
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ROOSEVELT
THE

wilTllRGE
DIRECT OPPOSITE

San Antonio. !s M., June 12. Why
did Komaldo Kamarez desire to put
the corpse of his victim. Manuel Valenzuela. In the lntter's bed after the
shooting at the Armljo saloon here
Thursday night Is a question not
solvable except by Kamarez himself.
The dead man and the man who
killed him. had been bosom friends.
Valenzuela had been a hard working
man. but was given to spending his
earnings riotously.
on Thursday night he was drinking at the Armljo saloon with a man
named Gonzales.
Kamarez awaited his victim Just
outside the door of the saloon, which
Is a
adobe hous of one
long room with but two doors, both
of which are on the south side, one
near each end of the building.
It was between these two exits that
Ramarez stationed himself in waiting
He could easily
for Valenzuela.
watch both doors.
No KsciiM Possible.
There was no escape for .the doomed man even had he known
that
death lurked outside the building.
But he did not know.
Death came suddenly and he died
with a jest upon his lips.
"Buenos norhe.amign Armljo." said
Valenzuela as he cautiously felt for
the step that lets one down from the
building to the ground.
He had just set one foot on the
ground when a bullet from Kamarez s
pistol went crashing through his left
breast, followed closely by a oecnnd
shot almost In the same place, Either
or tnem would have proven fatal.
Jumping out into the light that
came through the open door, Ramarez fired a third shot, presumably
at Gonzales, who turned to run. Kamarez ran after him and placed his
pistol close to the frightened man's
head.
Drags Victim to IkHl.
It was at this stage of this most
dramatic tragedy that Kamarez performed a most extraordinary and Inexplicable act.
He. at the point of his gun. made
the prisoner drag the corpse to the
home of the thus suddenly widowed
wife, n distance of 100 yards,
and
place it in bed and cover It with
a sheet.
The assassin's every movement was
deliberate from the time that he took
his stand outside the door of the saloon until he walked into the presence of a deputy sheriff anil told the
oftlcer that he had killed his friend
and wanted to be locked up.
The reputation of the killer is that
of a worthless, Idle man.
His i:planatioii.
He claims that he killed Valenzuela because the latter hail threatened 1o kill him. and he feared that
the threat would be put Into execuone-sto-
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Japan Will Introduce Resolution Which Will "Step on
Uncle Sam's Toes"

Mur-

Peculiar Action of Romaldo
Who Waylaid and Killed
His Former Friend. Manuel
Valenzuela. as He Came
Out of Saloon.

--

Neb. Julie J lv "f a ma::, apparently
murdered
( rushe. I.
wa-- t
fearfully
KUil
with tin
Olhd pa.llv t'Ul led IM a straw sl.n k
between here and Aid:l Vesteld.iV.
were badly deTli- - remain
rm, posed,, hiving lain in the stark
' week.-mouth.
.1
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Japanese Residents of San
Francisco Want Pay For

PROBABLE AT THE

Body Home.

ct

ASK

WILL

TO

Forced Companion of
dered Alan at San
tonio to Carry

Action Is Result of Investigation Conditions Are Unsanitary but
All Regulations Will be ComMade by Department of Justice
Attorney
plied With by Officials Who
a Year
Hope to Stamp Out the
Thompson Has Charge
Scabies Among Sheep.
of Cases.
Philadelphia. June 12. Suit by the
government against the anthracite
coal carrying railroads was filed in
the United States circuit court here
who
thin morning. The defendants,
are charged with carrying on a nun-ojKl- y
transportain the production,
tion and sale of hard coal, are the
following:
Reading. Philadelphia and HeadLackawanna,
Valley.
ing.
Ijehigh
Central of New Jersey, Erie, .SusqueHeading
and
hanna, Philadelphia
Coal and Iron, Lehigh. Valley Coal,
Hillside
Lehigh and Wilkesbarre.
Coal and Iron, New York, Susquehanna and Western Coal, and Temple Iron company.
After the tiling of the bill of com
plaint by District Attorney Thompson, the machinery of the law was
put in motion to have the papers
served upon the defendants at once.
The suit is the result of the investigation started by the department of
Justice nearly a year ago.
Pro p rod.
Caso Can-fullThe government has carefully prepared Its case and Attorney Thompson stated today that he had plenty
of evidence to substantiate all his
claims.
The Investigation of the charges by
the department of Justice has been
thorough, and Attorney Thompson,
in frequent consultations with the attorney general of the United States,
has obtained a promise of al4 the
necessary aid to conduct the proscu- tion of the suits.
It "is probable that the attorney
general himself may conduct the
case.
Make no Statement.
At the local offices of those of the
defendant companies who maintain
headquarters here, nothing concerning the suits could be learned. The
statement was made that no papers
had been served as yet. and that the
proper time to defend a suit Is when
"you know you're sued."
Croat Combine.
The suits are filed as an attempt
to break up the greatest combine in
the coal carrying and trading business that has ever been formed in
tnis country.
officials of some of the defendant
companies openly admitted that the
tarrying and wiling of anthracite has
been divided among them each year.
Figures proving this are in the hands
of the prosecution.
This is the second
twenty-fou- r
nit tiled here in the past
hours, the firs' having been
against the umbrella trust.
District Attorney Thompson has
petitions
prepared voluminous
in
both cases and his charges are set out
great
with
clearness.

VICTIM INTERNATIONAL ROW

HIS BED

Charging Companies Inspectors of Eleven New
Mexico Districts Prepare
With Maintaining a Moto Enforce Orders
nopoly Filed at
of Board.
Philadelphia.

Ago-Dlstrl-

HAS

DRAGGED

Suits

NAMED

Tlie Evening Cltlaen. tn Advance. 5 per raa.
DfllTWd hy Carriers, 60 orau per month.

SLAYER

PRISONER AND ATTORNEYS

THE CORRALS

IN A

TRUST
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Friction Will be Engendered That
Will Fan Discord Now Existing
Between Two Countries.
Attitude of Other

Powers Unknown.
New York, June 12. A Vienna dispatch to the Herald quotes a delegate
to the Hague conference, said to be
a representative of a great power, as
declaring that Japan Is to hurl a
bomb into the conference by bringing forward te question of the right
of a conqueror to annex all the territory subjugatcd.v with all that is
contained 011 It.
This will be warmly denied by both
Russia and the United States.
The Herald's Informant is quotel
as saying that the Russians
have
large private property in Manchuria,
and the United States has considerable mining and other Interests in
Corea, hence the United States proposes to bring a motion diametrically opposed to that of Japan.
International How Likely.
This in view of the existing friction between Japan and America, is
easy to see, contains all the makings
of a first class International row.
The attitude of the other power is
unknown.
It Is Japan's desire to confirm,
through action of the peace conference, her possession of Manchuria
and all other territory and possessions
acquired at the close of her war with,
Russia.
Looks Like a Slap.
The United States, always opposed
to the seizure of property by conquering nations, other than territory
awarded by terms of peace, and not
Including what Is contained thereon,
could not well act otherwise than to
oppose Japan's intentions.
Kven without her Interests In the
mines of Corea. which are owned by
leading American
financiers, .thl
country could not endorse such a motion, according to authorities here.
Taking the present situation between the two countries into consideration, with due regard to Japan's
hatred for Russia, her recent enemy,
many parties are disposed to look
upon the proposed motion as a direct slap at the United States.

CONVICTED

OF SALE

Of VALUELESS STOCK
San Francisco, Cal., June 12. E.
a mining promoter, waa
convicted today on a charge of obtaining $500 from Mrs. M. K. Hurst
for stock In the Drummer Boy Mining company of no value whatever.
He will be sentenced Saturday.
The penalty is imprisonment for
one to ten years.
W. Kniiiions.

DESERTS JAPANESE SEE RIOT
NATIONAL

IN BAD

BOYS'

CAPITAL
Goes to Oyster Bay to Spend Kids Threw Stones at Jap
Summer In Strict
Greenhouse and Toklo
Quietude.
Magnifies Affair.

111- -f

Washington. D. C.. June 12
President Koosevelt left for his summer home at Oyster limy at 8:G0 this
morning.
The party includes Mrs.
Koosevelt. Mrs. Cowles, wife of Kear
Admiral Cowles, Secretary and Mrs.
Loeb.
They will reach oyster Bay about
five p. m.

Tokio, June 12. The Asahl's correspondent at Washington reporU an
attack upon a Japanese hosticulturUt
at Berkeley, California, resulting in
the destruction of his greenhouse and
other property.
This has fanned the flame of indignation here and served to confirm tha
popular belief that the violence is
result of a deep rooted feeling against
Japanese in America.
Only 111 mannered Iks.
San Francisco, June 12. Thomas
(
Walker, representing the Japuiese
Association of America, states tlfat
some boys threw a few stones m
the greenhouse but the damage waa
slight, and the association womld tak
no action in regard to the incident,
leaving the local authorities to deal
with the offenders.

The president hopes to pass a qulot
summer at Oyster Bay and, according to his present plans, with probably not more than one exception, he
will remain there continuously until
he leaves for Canton. Ohio, for the
unveiling of the McKlnley memorial
monument on September 30th.
Home Is Heady.
The president's home. Sagamore
Hill, is in readiness for his arrival,
and for the summer It will be the
temporary
seat of government.
STILL SELECTING
it Is one of the prettiest and most
admirable places on the island, and
NEW TEXT BOOKS is surrounded by beautiful scenery,
only such visitors as the president
cares to se will he admitted to the MINERS MAY HOLD
ground-- .
M
,
Santa Fe. N
June 12. The
territorial board of education Is still W:TII OF AN At.KH
OPEN CONVENTION
resiling with the problem of sc-f.NKNAIolt.
IiBM
lei ting text books
the schools
D.
June 12. Uniof NevV Mexico for the coming four ted S'atc4 Senator C,John
Tyler Moryears.
Denver, Colo., June 12. At th
gan,
of
died
Alabama.
here last morning
A number of volume
were cho-a-night
of
pectoris.
angina
He was eration ofsession of the Western Fedvesterdav but the list will not be born i:i lsiM.
Miners' convention today,
completed
until
made public
it was decided to have .1 stenographic
may
some ihauKes
be made.
report made of all future sessions of
Miiii-.ii- Servian
,
The task Is dillicult as there are
Heiif-aleJuio- - 12
ministry the convention.
many books of each clasjt to be of M. I' isn has resignedTheowing
to its
This was the only niat:-- r accomexamined, and a large number of failure to .rrive at an understanding plished and was
discussed thoroughly
book company representatives are on wiT'i tt - pmiuc.e'. ;..ry obst
before Its adoption. It may lead to
press
ground
to
the
their claims.
open sessions of the convention.
Washington, June 12. A dispatch
from Admiral Kvans, requesting that
their next of kin be informed that
the officers and enlisted men previously reported misHin&, were undoubtedly drowned, was made public
today at the navy department.
The dispatch adds that the uniform capes of MidHhipmen Stevenson
and lirich have been picked up.

ti
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ALBUQUERQUE

PAGK TWO.

Classified Advertisements;
PERSONAL

If that is your
crying need, a want ad In Th
Evening Citizen's want column will
tmure you of plenty of employes.

HELP WANTED

PROPERTY

LOANS.

MONEY to LOAN

On
Pianos, Organs
Furniture,
WA.VI.1.
Horses, Wagons and other Chattels
WANTBD Four gentlemanly boys at also on SALARIES AND WAR!
the Alvarado hotel to act as bell HOUSE RECEIPTS, as low as 111
boy.
as high as $200. Loans
r
WANTED Situation a child's nurw. and
private
Address Miss Louise Hitchcock, quickly made and strictly
Time: One month to one year given
care Citizen office.
WANTED Ladle, to do house to Goods remain in your possession
house advertising In Albuquerque. Our rates are reasonable. Call an
see us before borrowing.
tall w. L. Moist. MurKPnoin
secondTHE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
Uentlenuurs
Vv.iN'l,D
hand clothing. No. Sll South First Steamship tickets to and from a
parts of the world.
street, south of viaduct. Bend adRooms t and 4, Grant Bldg.
dress and will call. R. J. Sweeney,
303 H West Railroad Ave.
proprietor.
PRIVATE OFFICES.
WANTED People who want someOpen Evenings.
thing, to advertise In The Citizen's
want column. A few lines cost but
an
bring
returns
a few centsi but
PROFESSIONAL CARDS
hundred fold.
WANTED To buy five teams or ten
ingle driving horses; must be
LAWYERS.
sound and city broke. Bring animals to Clarion's stable, rear of 71J
M-- Bond.
Ira
West Tijeras avenue, between 11a.
AT LAW, It F.8L
m and 2 p. m., and after 5 o'clock N. ATTORNEY
W., Washington, D. C.
Pensions
p. m.
copyrights,
land patents,
caveats
MEN WANTED.
patents, trade marks, claims
21 EN WANTED
Somewhere every letter
R. VV. D. Bryan.
day. If you are looking for a job
ATTORNEF AT LAW, Albuquer
put a want ad In The Evening
want column, and it will do que, N. M. Office, First NaUona
the rest.
Bank building.
1UK KENT.
E. W. Dobson.
or unfurATTORNEY AT LAW. Offlee
FOR RENT Furnished
nished rooms. 718 Kent avenue.
Cromwell block, Albuquerque, N. it
FOR RENT Newly furnished rooms.
DENTISTS.
419 Marquette avenue. Please call
from 12 till 3. or In the evening.
DR. J. K. KRAFT,
modern house
FOR RENT
Dental Surgeon.
234
north
cheap, See McQuade,
Rooms
and S, Barnett building
Walter street.
over O'Rlelly's drug store. Phon
FOR RENT Pleasant, well furnish- No. 744. Appointments
made by mat.
ed front rooms, near business cenCorner
Edmund J. Alger, D. D. 8.
ter: rates reasonable.
Sixth and Railroad. Apply at rear.
No. 306 Railroad avenue.
Offiet
FOR RENT Furnished rooms, in hours, 9 a. m., to 12:30 p. m.; l:t(
denice, airy house, with board If
m. to i p. m. Both phones. Ap
block from polntments made by mall.
sired; only one-ha- lf
Mrs.
Apply
building.
Library
W. M. SHERIDAN, M. D.
Chess. 124 South Edith.
and Homeopathic Physician and Surgeon
room
RENT Dining
FOR
Occidental Life Building. Tele
kitchen, all furnished, at Jemes
Hot Springs; good opportunity for phone 886. Albuquerque, N. M.
first-clapeople; none
a couple of
DR. R. L. 11 LSI.
other wanted. J. B. Beock, Perea,
Offices
8. N. T. Armijo Bldg.
N. M.
Tuberculosis treated with Hick
FOR RENT Nice, airy, furnished Frequency Electrical
Current and
rooms, with modern bath, by the
day or week; all outside rooms; Germicide. Treatments given each
S
day
4
p.
a.
m.
m. Trained
to
from
block east of the Alone one-hanew. nurse In attendance.
Both phones
hotel; everything
varado
Highland Hotel, 204 E. Railroad
DRS. BRONSON & KRONSON.
avenue.
Homeopaths.
airy
Light,
Over Van's Drug Store. 'Phone
FOR RENT
rooms for rooming or light Office and residence, 628.
All rooms openhousekeeping.
DR. F. J. PATCHIN.
Price, $1 per
ing on the outside.
Physician and Surgeon.
House,
up.
Minneapolis
week and
Office over Vann Drug Store. Office
624 South Second. A. T. Devore, hours 9 to 12 a. m., 2 to 6, and 7 to 8
p. m. Phones, office 441, residence
Proprietor.
695.
EM PIXYM ENT.
DR. S. L. RIRTOX
EMPLOYMENT If you need work
Physician and Surgeon.
The Citizen's want column will furAlbuquerque. N.
Highland
M.
nish you a quick and ready means office.
610 South Walter street.
New
of securing it at a minimum exphone
1030.
In
want
The
a
ad
penditure.
Put
Citizen today and be at work
Cltl-sen-

'8

ss

H W
O

FOR SALE.
FO RESALE Ten' nativemules. Alexander Sandoval, Sandoval, Sandoval
county.
FOR SALE Fine young Jersey bull,
inquire mornings, at 611 North
First street. Geo. A. Blake.
Completely equipped
FOR SALE
restaurant in good location. Will
be sold at a sacrifice, if taken at
P. O. Box No. 218.

once.

new
FOR SALE One seven-roobrick house, furnished complete,
good
acres
water,
farm
two
fine
land close in, all fenced, outhouses
and barn. Address "for sale" this
m

office.

?
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FOl'NR.
FOUND Through Hie want column
of The Eveninir Citizen, lust what
you have been looking for. An
advertising source sure to bring returns for Bmall expenditure. Try a
want mi and uc iuiiim.ci.
LOST.
LOST Anything you lose except your
reputation is sure to be found by a
want ad in The Citizen's want col
umn.
LOST.

MONEY

MONET LOST Every day In the
ear bv advertising the wrong way,
A Citizen want ad is money saved and
results assured. Send In your want
ad today.
Bring us your Job work. Prices
the verv lowest and the work will
stand inspection anywhere. Uuslness
and calling cards a specialty.
--

BARGAINS

ESTATE

REAL

FOR SALE.
brick Itouse,
2,000.00
North Eighth St
Five-rooIioum, 3
loin, mar liop. . .$1,900.00
adolw house,
1,000.00
Rurela roaJ
Five- room
llOIIM',
IhuIi,
etc.,
Went Marquette . . . 2,000.00
17ur-rooi- u
brick house
etc.,
lame barn,
iteur New York ue. 1,500.00
acre
Nine
alfalfa
nun li, with three-roolarge"
110110',
mm, stable, eorrul,
1.000.00
of loun
north
Xine-u4-ranch, with
m

Six-roo-

m

re

Kmm1

hoiie

nix-roo-

luirn,

MtitlllC, lot

tree-.-

Iruil-lM-ariii- K

of
.

litiiiriretl

Mllllll
M'honl

llllliUII

Of

3,200.00

Kill KENT.
.Vroom

I'l-i-

L

i

Three room
baili.
with
Ihh

llilil-lix'l-

ii

Iiiixlci'ii,

So.

liou-- o.
.
hoii-- e,

But Here is How to Make Your Dollar Earn Money For You.
The Skidoo Treadwell Group of Mining Claims
"SSinV -e- mZs
PROPOSITION
$k"r,r
A SECOND toSKIDOO
every one In
geological formations of the
mining

IN. 00
12. .Ml

hotix.
mil

W

st Gold

If your name is not in list below, fill out blank above
and send same to the office of The Evening Citizen.

Guv,

ber

Frank, employe American
Co..

res. 1023

2.Y00

north

street.
Guynn, 8aue R., painter,
south Edith street.

res.

Lum-

Third
615

IT

the
burg Mines, known
world. The
group are the same In every way as those upon these rich adjoining properties.
group
ledge running through the entire property. In width
ll
large
quartz
a
has
The
from 60 to 80 feet and exposed on the eurface for 3.000 feet. Assays made at the grass roots show values
of from 82 cents (the lowest) to 1 15 (the highest) per ton which, In this district, means enormous values
below the surfflcCt
Mining Company, owning the Pkidoo-Tre- a
ll
dwell group of seven full claims, has
The
been Incorporated for $1,250,000; par value $1.00 per share: folly paid ami non assessable.
The Board of Directors has authorized the sale of 100.000 shares at 5 cents per share to be used
exclusively In development work, which has already been started. The contract has been let for a 100-foshaft with cross cuts. When this shaft Is completed this property will show values equal to any in the district.
You mny remember the Mohawk, at Ooldfleld. Its stock sold at 5 cents per share during the development period.
The surface assays of this property showed 42 cents to the ton less than half what
ll
shows.
the lowest assay of the
SHIPPED
THIS PROPERTY
MOHAWK IS NOW RFLLINO AT 17.00 A SHARE. RECENTLY
HAVE REFUSED
$700,000 IN OOLD AS THE RESULT OF A TWENTY RAYS' RUN. THE LEASERS
$.1,000,000 caxh for tlie ten months' leae which they hold on the property.
Skldoo-Treadwe-

way.

G

ll

Hadden. R. W.. mining engineer.
Commercial Club building; res. 614
west Coal avenue.
Haddrill, R. S., business manager
Morning Journal; res, Savoy hotel.
Hagen. Chas. H., telegraph operator,
Postal office; res. 415 north Second
street.
Hagen, Frank H., night foreman
round houw; res. 606 south Third
street.
Hagen, Wm. J., machinist, res. 211
Stover avenue.
Hagerman, Henry, machinist. Santa
Fe, its. 5:!4 south Second street.
Haggeity, Mae, head waitress Alvarado lunch counter, res, Alvarado
"Have You Read About the New Strike Last Sunday? The Richest Strike of All.
hotel.
Hahn. W. II.. (W. H. Hahn & Co.),
IT IS THE OPPORTUNITY FOR WHICH YOU HAVE BEEN LOOKING YOU CANNOT AFFORD
res 14 '.vvt Railroad avenue.
TO WAIT. FOR TIME IS MONEY TO YOU.
Hahn, W. li. & Co.. props, ferritins
NOW, here is a property sandwiched In between the richest gold properties In the mining world
foal Y.rds, east Railroad avenue,
with plenty of water, fuel, transportation facilities and in fact, everything needed to develop a big propnear tracks.
erty. PUT IN A FEW DOLLARS DRAW OUT THOUSANDS.
J. K., bookkeeper and deputy
Haines.
ll
Mining Company is offering to the small investor, upon easy terms, 100.000
The
county assessor, res. 702 north
shares of Its development stock at 6 cents a share. There are but two conditions to keep In mind. Stock
Third street.
will not be sold In blocks of less than $25, and the offer Is open but THIRTY DAYS, for, at the end of that
Hale, Amanda, Mrs., res. 909 Foresttime the first development shaft will have been completed and the true value of the property will appear.
er street.
gone.
Then your opportunity will be
Hale. Kdward. employe A. T. & S. F.,
We want to talk to you about this opportunity.
There is nothing of the wildcat In the proposition.
res. 909 Forester street.
The property stands flatly on Its merits. It will stand Investigation. We want you. to investigate. Call on
Hale. Ervln, employe American Lumor address
ber company, res. 909 Forester
street.
Hale, Fred, employe A. T. & S. F.,
res. 909 Forester street.
Hale, George, nurse Santa Fe Hospital, res. 816 south Broadway.
AlbuHall. Charles A., motormun
querque Traction company, res. 513
N.
M.
AGENTS, ALBUQUERQUE,
south Third street.
Hall, James W., conductor, Santa Fe
Railway; res. 910 north
BLOCK
BOX
First
street.
Hall, Dr. J. CI., dentist, res. 615 east
Railroad avenue.
Hall, John A., engineer Imperial
res. 503 west Roma, aveLaundry,
CLAIM WONDERS FOR
nue.
Hall, Mrs. Joseph, widow, res. 322
west Iron avenue.
Santa Fe,
Hall. Marshall,
res. 712 south Broadway.
nurse,
Hall, Miss Minerva, trained
res. 4 05 south Second street.
A machine that will bore its way
prop. Albuquerque
Hall,
R.
P..
through hard rock at the rate of 25
Foundry and Machine Works, res.
to 250 feet per day, and leave a hole
401 Occidental building.
eight feet In diameter, a machine that
Halil.
Miss Sarah, res. 801 north Third
Isj operated
by one man and that restreet.
duces the cost of driving mining tunHall. Thomas, piano tuner, res. 506
nels 50 to 75 per cent Is the claim
south Amo street.
made by the patentee of u tunnelling
Hall, T. ' carpenter, res. 618 south
machine that Is now on exhibition in
High street.
Hoise City, Idaho.
Hall. Mrs. W. O., res. 512 south Wal
The machine Ik the Invention of a
ter street.
Denver man, Mr. Sigafons. It con- Halsey. J. E.. machinist, res. 1106
ists of a pair of circular rings, slight
v
in nisi street.
ly smaller than the diameter of the
Halstead, Mrs. Louisa, res. 419 south
tunnel to be "driven. Through these
Fifth street.
there Is a central water pipe, Hnd
H.illvely, H., res. 1013 south Edith
places for twelve boring shafts, frontstreet.
bits.
ed with blunt chisel-face- d
Hamilton. Mrs. Delia M., widow, res.
In
along
The whole machine crawls
901 south Third street.
901
its own tunnel, like a mole, revolving
druggist,
Hamilton. John J..
and cutting its way as fast as the
UNDERTAKER
south Third street; res. same.
nature of the rock will permit.
BORDERS
Hammond, B. A., employe American
One of these machines will be giv
Lumber Co., res. SOI north Eighth
en a trial in rnew Mexico Dy mining
street.
men shortly.
It Is expected thut it
Hammond. F.., carpenter, res. 1305
ARCHITECTS
will revolutionize mine tunnelling.
north Fruit avenue.
Hammond, J. A., driver ..uhhs Laun- 7
F. W. Spencer. Rooms
Bar
alter street.
Stick.
drv. res. 902 south
Fired
He
the
nett building, Albuquerque. N. U
Hammond. Miss Lucille. res. 223
"I have tired the walking stick Ive
Both phones.
north Third street.
carried over forty years, on account
Hammond, Wm. D.. res. 4 20 north
of a sore that resisted every kind
NOTARY PUBLIC.
Eleventh street.
of treatment, until I tried Bucklen's
Second
Peter. alderman
Hanlev.
Arnica Salve; that lias healed the
Thos. K. D. Maddison.
ward. res. 229 north Walter street.
Office with W. B. Childers,
11. sore and made me a happy man,"
machinist,
ard,
Santa
Edw
te
Hanna.
writes John (Jarrett, of North Mills,
7 24
West Gold avenue.
south Second
shops, res.
N. C.
Guaranteed for piles, burns.
street
etc., by all dealers.
WORKS WONDERS.
Hanna, F. A., employe Matthews'
o
Dairy res. :)07 Roma avenue.
EGGS F'K HATCHING.
A Wonderful Compound
Cure Piles,
Hunnon Roy H.. undertaker, res. 400
Eggs $1.50 ped setting. Rose comb,
w est Gold avenue.
Ix'zenm, Skiu Itching, Skin
Brown Leghorns and Barred Rocks
Fo
Hanson. F. J., engineer Santa
Eruptions, Cuts and
Pure bloods. 24" laying hens. Address
railroad, res. Grand Central hotel.
I. E. Pauley, Estancia, N. M.
Bruises.
G.
F.
L.,
clerk
Pratt
Hanson,
James
U1
Doan's Ointment is the best skin
Co., res. 7 IS east Railroad aveAll stomach troubles are quickly
treatment, and the cheapest, because
nue.
by
taking a little Kodol after
so little Is required to cure. It cures relieved
Hanson. Thos. P.. machinist, res. 408
each meal. Kodol goes directly to
piles after years of torture. It cures the
west Santa Fe avenue.
the
seat
of
trouble,
strengthens
Hardlnger. Miss Dean, res. 312 west
obstlnatecases of eczema. It cures all digestive organs, digests what you
Copper avenue.
skin itching. It cures skin eruptions. eat. Sold by J. II. O'RIclly & Co.
Harduick, Joseph S.. mechanic, res.
It heals cuts, bruises, scratches and
704 north Twelfth street.
A few nice pieces of second-han- d
abrasions without leaving a scar. It
Hardy, Glen L.. fireman. Santa Fe
permanently.
Albuquerque furniture at great bargains. W. V
cures
railroad, res. 4 20 west Coal avenuw.
Futrelle Furniture Co.
res.
testimony proves it.
Harger, J. T.. chicken ranch,
corner Twelfth street and Mountain
A. M. Whitconvo, living at 325
Kidney ana uladder Pills
DeWltt's
road.
North Eighth street, Albuquerque, N. are uneuualed for Backache, weak
Harlin, Nelson. employe American
M., says: "I have nothing to retract kidneys. Inflammation of the bladder
Lumber Co.. res. 613 north Eighth
from the recommendation I gave for and all urinary troubles. A week's
street.
M AltV GlIXW, FACTORY
MISS
HKROIXE.
Doan's Ointment some five years ago. treatment for 25 cents. Sold by J
Harmon. Ross W express messenger
Midclldoun, N. Y., June
Mlss'of
the incident, imp of the specta
What I then stated was to the effect H. O'Rielly & Co.
res. 602 south Second street.
.Mary Human, the tlrst woman to re- tors followed her and on learning Harnetaiux.
Arthur, res. 413 west
that this preparation had cured me of
ceive the Itooscvelt prize for bravstory
Identity
public.
her
made
the
Silver avenue.
a breaking out, which. If not eczema,
ery, in not at all confuted by ;he
In talking about the incident. Miss Harnetaiux. Frank, lather, res. 4 13
closely resembled this trouble and
great honor bestowed upon her. She Cuinan said today:
west Silver avenue.
was confined to a spot about the size
Is a modest little woman and con"I did not think I would get a Harper. Richard, linotype operator.
tinues to work every day at her ma- medal. I did not think anything
of a silver dollar just below one of
north
Morning Journal, res. 207
my knees. Off and on for ten years
chine in the skirt factory where
saw Mr. Runyon standFifth street.
ahout it.
VIA
Hroadhas
been
106
years.
res.
IS
employed
Charles,
south
for
ing on the track and it worried me Harre.
It had annoyed me, always being
Mix-- t
w a v.
has received the I saw that he was going to be struck
Ouinan
worse w hen I was In bed or If I would
medal, but the letter which accom- by the train and I knew that I could Harris. Miss Cordelia. nurse, 90fi
sit near a tire. I consulted two of
panied it from the president pleases not reach him in time to pu!l him
west Railroad avenue; res. same.
our leading physicians but what they
Harris, Frank R.. collector. Rank of
her
the
most.
It
reads:
thought
so
would
back,
him
push
gave me proved of no more avail than
Commerce; res. ;,23 north Second
"My Dear Miss (iuinan:
Pursu- in between the two trains and holl
all the different kinds of salves and
street.
ant to the provisions of the a, t of lilrn fast until one of them went by
congress of Feb. 23. ln."i, an act to 1 was terribly frightened when the Harris. George, barber, res. 313 north
ointments that I tried. I had no
Third street.
promote
in
faith
Doan's Ointment, expecting
the security of travel upon trains were rushing past on each side
523 north
res.
Mrs. H.
railroads engaged in Interstate
and expected every minute we would Harris.
that it would act similarity to the
Second street,
anil to encourage the saving lie struck."
other remedies I had used, but I was
Graham's
clerk.
Joseph
Harris.
of life you have been duly awarded
Miss i iuinan and a sister support
surprised to find that the first appli6119
south First
restaurant; r
a
daring,
a
medal
whereby
extreme
for
aged
mother
and
little
nej
their
itching
a
and short
cation stopped the
street.
on ilec 19. lnti, you imperiled y.mr hew ,in.i niece.
lilHarris. I.. It manager State Life avecontinuation of its use healed the
I
life In waving the life of another.
sUl
ies. 514 west Coal
llllce ( '1
place affected. Tue fact that I can
am pleased to convey to vol ihm ThlsT
How's
nue.
say after this long Interval that there
with this medal as a testlm.nil.il .t': We offer On Hundred Dollars Remard Harris. Louis W. agent Harvey News
10
has been no return of the trouble Is
the nation's appreciation
..f
..u''
Walter
north
any case of C'atarrn that cannot be
Service. res. '1"
pretty good reason for my willingness principal ixiints In Illinois lovvii. Kail courageous and praise w m l hy .: t for
cured by Hall
Catarrh Cure. F. J.
street.
CO.,
"Sincerely
Toledo,
widow,
v.mrs.
Ohio.
IHENKY
H..
Hetty
to confirm my original statement. At
Mrs.
. Michigan, .M iiuiita, .MlKStmrl,
U e. the undersigned,
have known F. Harrison.
TIIEil. ROOSEVELT."
411 w.s Lead avenue.
the time of my using Doan's Oint- North unit South Diikolu'n uml
Is
J. Cheney tor tl- - last 15 years, and Harrison.
George. employe Gross
On Dec. 19 last Wllttl Miss l',u
ment one of my grandchildren had iiui-Ubelieve him perfectly honorable In all
Fi ft h
Kelly , Co.. res. 3:jr north
Dales of sale June 15. 16. 17. 22 was returning from ller work
lie business transactions and financially able
salt rheum on his arm and the Irristreet.
10
Sit.
any
24.
1.
obligations
July
saw J.'hn f. Runyon. an aged mer- to carry out
2. 3. 4. i. 6.
made by his
tation was so great that it caused him 11. 12. 2.
physician.
leo. W.,
II.11 lis.. n.
Dr.
Waidmg, Klunnn He Marvin,
1H. 20, and 21.
Final rttur chant .if this city, standing on the turn.
to scratch continually.
Despite the limit t ctuli-Wholesale Druggists, Toledo, O.
31 st.
ns. :l;c. north Fifth street.
Erie railr.iad tracks at Montgomery
s
Is
Hall
Internally,
res.
Cum
Highland
actor,
Catarrh
fact that it had resisted all treatment,
H.
taken
C.
street, waiting for a Irani !. p.i-- v tiding directly upon the blood and mu- H..rrion. g ll use.
Doan's Ointment affected a cure and
inn
The train was going a t .ih.I Mr cous nurtures of the system.
Testimonials
employe American
on. H. J
one which has been permanent.
I
Rimyan .lid not eee an easlli.-unsent free. Price 7ao. per bdtle. SolJ tf Harris
4o7 west Granite
I.1111nber Co., res.
Philadelphia and Return
i iuinan
Mi-- s.
can recommend this preparation at
.i .v all Jrugg1sts.
train approaching.
jli'lillr.
Family
Pills fcr cor.stlpa
Take Jiml
tinall times as one that can be relied upold in. ill's danger and stooping
H.,riiou. John '.. bt .ikemaii.
Under the gate- - pushed
on to act as represented."
the aged tlon.
II lie.
ill', wist foal
$59.25
merchant ..tt the eastlioiind track
3o5 north Fifth
For sale by all dealers. Price to
H.irri-oLota.
right.
We
ImIt
do
ROTGII
DRY.
,w
re
past.
The
train rushed
two
st reet.
Co., Fuffalo, N.
cents. Fuster-Mllburon
July
TiekeiH
12 and 13. for a moment in a
sale
,d' les tli.in perlal Laundry Co.
II.
p. H.irs.h
pr.
Y., sole agents for the United States. Return limit July 23rd. liy depositing
llatsch. Adolpli.
1.1 111
tillre feel. Willi
.'13 south
'ing Work-- .
Remember the name Doan's and this ticket ami paving
It may lie at high
t.
n.ea-..r.:
g
A
i
M s
pc-I
id.
:!.. dy
st reet.
to have Philadelphia up to 'iuinan held the
take no other.
!'
P..
f
K
'li. extended
coids
E.
toighs
d
nt.edy' M.n-.-- h
li fir.
and
Works.
Rottoiif
,.:m
u i i k July 31st.
i
111
s, utli
1: contains
2 13
Cough Syrup
L,ixatie
one of ,,. i. ills prt - - .1 .1
Fiist
H - ii. mi;
your
ROUGH DRY
urk
Glre as
. t.
-- t!
no opiates and does t. ot
h in to
id.W.l.k
lie
S d
Monday, sod get It back Wdbo-Imperia- l
M:-- s
l
i.ig. r H.irsch Rot- by
J.
I.olll.
Children like it.
H..r. li. Ed IV.
Gunuin t! ell
E
Purdy,
Agent.
Lau-d- ry
I..
T.
tc
t
d
Co.
L.i'.'y
Co.
J.'l south Hr
ing Work-'- .
lug her .l.llll
Skldoo-Treadwe-

Skldoo-Treadwe-

--
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Skldoo-Treadwe-

WILLIAM H. GREER
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ACTORY HEROINE IS FIRST

time-keep-

WOMAN TO RECEIVE A MEDAL

Roosevelt Token Awarded to Her For
Remarkable Bravery in Sav:
ing Aged Man.

46-4-

--

Special Excursions

1

1

com-nten-

1

'e

n

111

ve.

Residence.

n.

A. Montoya
215

Occupation.

--

mar

I

Name.

-

THR FAMOUS MINERAL WEALTH OF DEATH VALLEY IS KNOWN TO EVERY ONE.
Also of the Skidoo
Now have you heard of the Wild Rose Mining District in Inyo County, California?
of the IT. 3. Steel Trust, and
property purchased at a cost of $3,000,000 by Charles M. Schwab,
his wealthy associates, and which is now being operated extensively and paying big dividends?
Have you heard of the rich strikes of gold In these properties and the increased richness of the ore
as greater depths are reached. THIS PROPERTY
THE SKIDOO HAS PAID DIG DIVIDENDS FROM
GRASS ROOTS DOWN AND EVERY DAY THE RES I ITS ARE MORE STARTLING.
THE WILD ROSE DISTRUST AND THE SKIDOO FORM PART AND PAIMT'.L OF THE GREAT
NEVADA GOLD IIEIT THE REST PRODUCER AND THE RICHEST IN THE WORLD.

THE

ill-il- l:
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1
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107.
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Albuquerque City Directory 1907
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vine. ttlMHlt
luii acre in ulfalfa,
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CLEVER PERSON is the one who strikes when the iron is
the person who knows enough to grasp an opportunity
V
when it is at hand. HERE IS YOUR CHANCE

--

lf

VF,nNF.SDAY.

Make Your Dollars Earn Money
THE

IIFIJ WANTITI.

CITIZEN.

EVENING

:

Harschnian, Jesse, waiter Sturges hotel, res. Savoy hotel.
Hart, Miss Hattle, res. 1403 west
Roma avenue.
Hart. John, building contractor res.
310 Keleher street.
Hart. Mrs. John, boarding house, res.
417 west Silver avenue.
Hart. P. M., employe American Lumber Co., res. 823 north Eighth
street.
Hart, Wm., res. 205 north Edith
treet.
Hartley, John M., salesman. T. R.
Overton tt Co., res. 305 north Amo-s- t
reet.
Hartley. J. M.. moulder, Albuquer-re- s.
que Foundry,
305 north Amo
street.
Hartley, William, machinist.
Santa
Fe, res. 1 4 Vs south Second street.
Hartllne. John, foreman, roundhouse,
re 4 27 west Santa Fe avenue.
Hartner. Anson, employe American
Lumber Co., res. 613 north Eighth
Mreet.
Hartney, John
employe American
Lumber Co., res. 305 north Amo
street.
Hartzell. Miss Mary, bookkeeper A.
Faber. res. 635 south Amo street.
Harwood Industrial
School, Fourteenth street and Fruit avenue.
Harwood. Rev. Thomas, superintendent of Spanish Missions for Methodist Episcopal church, res. Fourth
street, north of city limits.
Hnse, Miss Bertha H stenographer,
res. 412 west Lead avenue.
Hae, Mrs. Herman, widow, res. 412
west lyead avenue.
Hasp, Miss Kate L., clerk. Whitsim.
Music Co., res. 412 west Lead ave- nue.
Hassenfratz, Joseph, res. 602 south
Third street.
Hatch, A., carpenter. res. 216 south
Walter street.
Hatcher, James H., agent Wells-Far- go Express Co., res. 403 north Fifth
street.
Hatcher, Miss May, res, 403 north
Fifth street.
Hanensteln, Edward, fireman, res. 209
north Amo street.
L., employe Faber
Hanks. Robert
Furniture Co., res. 411 south
II roadway,
ll.iule. Henry, employe American
Lumber Co., res. 823 north Tweitth
street.
Haule, John, employe American Lumber Co., res. 823 north Twelfth
street.
Havard. Mrs. E. A., domestic. 914
west Railroad avenue; res. same.
Havens, W. A., pressman. Morning
Journal office; res. 902 south Editll
street.
Havens, Rev. W. W.. superintendent
n
New Mexico-Arizon- a
League; res. 902 south Editll street.
Hawk. Arthur E.. employe O'Rielly
Drug Co., res. 634 south Rroad-waAnti-Saloo-

y.

Hawk, George, painter, res. 634 south
Rroadw ay.
Hawkins, 11. A., employe American
Lumber Co., res. 509 west
Lead
avenue.
Hawkins, Robert H.. manager Postal
Telegraph office, res. 1220 wist
Railroad avenue.
Hawkins. Wm. L., (Trotter &
kins I. grocer, res. 224 New
avenue.
Hawks. Chas. A., manager Crystal Ice
Co., res. 220 north Seventh street.
llawley. Percy J., dealer in hooks,
stationery, etc., corner Silver averes, 7" I
nue and Second street;
south Third street.
res.
Hawthorne. Millard, machinist.
1109 south Arno street.
Hayden, A. W., building contractor,
office 4 12 west Copper avenue, res.
219 north Walter street.
Hayden. Clifford, clerk. E. L.
burn Co., res. 219 north
street.
Hayes. Eddy, res. 711 south I'.road-wuHayes, Edgar, res. ol7 south Walter
street.
I.ogsdon
Hayes, II. R. (Hayes
restaurateur, res. 4 12 s oinli High
street.
resHayes & Logsdon. proprietors
taurant, 305 south First street.
LumWm.,
Hayes,
foreman American
ber Co., res. Eleventh and
avenue.
Hayler. Mrs. Edward G., ns. 4 20
west Coai. avenue.
Ilaynes. Dr. John R.. physician, N.
west
T. Armijo bldg., res. 220 's
Silver avenue.
Hazeldlne, Mrs. W. ., res. 74'. west
Tijeras avenue.
Heacock & Lotighary. attorneys-at-laNew Armijo bldg.
I.ougll-ary- i.
Heacock. W. C. (Heacock
res. 104 Stover avenue.
Heady. S. D., railroad c 'ndudo:. re.
814 south Edith street.
Hedrlck, Paul S., reporter Evening
Citizen.
Heald. Miss Elizabeth, schoul teacher, res. 805 east Grand avenue.
Heald. Rev. J. H.. superintendent
Society,
Congregational Education
res. 805 east Grand avenue.
res.
stenographer,
Healey. Miss Ebal,
106 south Hroadway.
American
lleighs. Percy. employe
Lumber Co.. res. Eleventh street
avenue.
York
New
and
lleighs, W., employe Aiue.ican Lumber Co., corner Eleventh street an
New York avenue.
Hein. Herman, bookkeeper for A. W.
.. tli
21
Se etltll
Anson, res.
street,
p. High- llelndel, Mrs. Mary
ine.
land Rooming house.
Heisch, Charles, miner. tci Ill 3 west
Iron avenue.
Heisch. Emil E.. employe Southwestern ltrewery & Ice Co.. iv. 313
west Iron avenue.
Hellwcg. Henj. E., agent Singer Mfg.
Co., res. :in". west Santa Fe avenue.
Ilellweg. Miss Mollie. cleik. l'nl"ii
a
store, res. 4Jt West
nue.
2 4
iv
id.
llellweg. Mrs Paulina
west Santa Fe avenu.
Henderson. Dr. A. H..
12.1 .south High street.
Henderson, Henry. assi-l- a'
keeper Alvarado hotel.
II. in Ion, Edward H.. Ive v. ik- -. JK
West Silver aVellUe.
Hendricks. John, hingl-r.
Ma.
Slate avenue and Railro-Hei.l.y. Jane, employe Huh' s I..
y.

.

New-Yor-

1

.s

4

.

--

res.

drv.

2

15

west

Ti.i. r

teamster.
res.' "2" south P.road
Alma
Miss
lleiinessv.
luo
Whitney Co..
street.

11.

ill. v. J. E..
I

lleiinessv--

.

J.lllleS.

(( olllilinitl

M

lu

neer. Santa Fe. res.
dine avenu.--

..

11

w .,

'

!

u

v.
.

,
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TO ESCAPE NEW

THE

BASE BALL

SETTLERS ACTRESS TRIES

tiii.y

American Uutin'.
Chkago at Washington.
St. Louis at Philadelphia.
Detroit at New York.
Cleveland at Boston.
HOW TIIKY

TOWED

EXPOSE

National
Footlight Favorites Quit New Business at the Land Office Changes Her Mind In Morning
Young
Chicago
and Sends
Shows Good Increase
York For Fear of
New York
Philadelphia
Home.
Man
In
Volume.
Howard.
Pittsburg

Ijeniruc.
Won.
35
31

27
23
IS
IS

AGB THKJUL

Kennedy's
Laxative
Cough Syrup

MjAy.

National limine.
r
H
n at Cincinnati.
Hrooklyn at Pittsnurpr
Now York at St. Iyouis
Philadelphia at Chicago.

ALL NIGHT

ARE RAPIDLY

GOULD

CITIZEN.

EVENING

Ist.
10
14
17
IS
27
28
31
36

Traction Park

CONTAINS HONEY AND TAR
Relieves Cold by working them out of
the system through a copious and healthy
action of the bowels.
Coughs by cleansing the
Relieves
mucous membranes of the throat, chest
and bronchial tubes.

Per

cf

I N O

TONIGHT

.778
MAa pleasant to the tute
.889
as Maple Sugar"
.638
.581
.400
.392
KIDNEYS Try
Fk BACKACHE-WE- AK
.328
.265 OeWltfi KWwi and Bladder Pills Sur
Sifi
SOLD 11Y J. If. O'RIFM.Y CO.

WILD

Children Like It

Boston
Cincinnati
Chicago.
12.
an
June
After
mecca
Is
still
the
Mexico
New
15
That
Brooklyn
Xi'
York. June 12. Pending
In a search for
automobile
ride
new
and
settlers
13
that
homeseekers
for
St.
Louis
Oould'
in
Mm. Howard
marry
ni
a
Chicago
preacher
would
who
territhe
separation ?uit against her husband are continuing upto arrive In
Myrtle
Miss
a
them
without
license.
Is
evidenced
league.
homes
tory
American
to take
have started an heglra of prominent by
pretty
girl
the
Packer,
in
a
show
Won. Lost. Per.
the volume of business transacted
lootliaht favorites from New York.
of Mavfalr" company, and Leo Chicago
Colic and Diarrhoea.
14
31
.689
the local land office during the K.Belle
The Intimation that Mrs. Gould In- at
son
wealthy
of
brewer's
a
Krnst.
Pains in the stomach, colic and
30
17
.638
weeks.
tended naming more than a score of past two May
City, have decided that Cleveland
Windy
the
are quickly relieved by the
of
a
1.
to
diarrhoea
25
June
20
total
17
.595
From
Detroit
former actress friends of her millionunsuccessful search was the New
20
homestead entries. 12 des- their
22
York
.452 use of Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera
happened
have
aire husband has started a panic 48 original
thing
could
best
that
When In
23
Philadelphia
22
.511 and Diarrhoea Kemedy.
them and they are hastening ert and 22 final have been recorded.
union
all.
19
the after
28
.404 need of such a medicine, give It a
Is well known In Chicago St. Louis
to get nut of the Jurisdiction ot ine Torrance county as usual is In enMr.
Ernst
by
druggists.
For
sale
all
trial.
14
27
.342
lead with 19 original homestead
n. Washington
as a clubman and
New York courts.
o
15
30
Santa Fe county Is sec- He Is a member of one of the oldest Boston
.333
It was alleged today that the hus- tries, while
Subscribe for The Citizen and get
9
Guadalupe
with
and
ond
with
residing
third
city,
band of cine of the most conspicuous 8. The remaining entries are divid- Get man families In the on
news.
the
extern
the north
it 1754 Demlng place,
favorites of the millionaire has vowed ed between Taos, San Juan, San MigWon. Lost. Per.
He is secretary of the Inde
side.
vengeance, and that he Is determined
Tonight.
28
20
Omaha
.581
company.
which
and Bernalillo pendent Brewing
his wife shall not be subjected to any uel. Socorro, Mora
If you would enjoy tomorrow take
24
19
.558
was originally known as Ernst Bros. DeS Moines
counties.
further publicity In the case.
Chamberlain's
Stomach and Liver
24
20
KustjiCMs in Lfctull-Th.545
& Co.. and was the first brewery ts- - Lincoln
luil Knmute Three Year
Tablets tonight. They produce an
22
City
20
Sioux
Chicago.
.524
In
tablished
of
many
mysteries
In
above
for
the
business
detail
Another of the
laxative effect, clear the
20
19
.513 agreeable
Ienver
At Flrnt Sight- and cleanse the stomach. Price
Castle (Jnuld has Just come to light period Is as follows:
12
33
.267 head
The young man met Miss Parker. Pueblo
25 cents.
Original homestead
4t;
Samples free at all
entries
through the receipt today .by Mrs.
v ho Is an unusually pretty brunette,
Howard Gould of mail sent to her acres entered 7,880.
(j.VHKS,
IKSTKUDAVS
at
decided
and
performance
a
after
friends
ago.
original
entries
homestead
Mrs. Gould's
The
three years
She was willing.
say she Is completely puzzled and no were divided among the various coun- sonee to marrv her.
Tr Williams TnAIfi PIL
Nationul league.
search, for a minister
the
H I LNoilUiueiHwlll cure Wind
rVl
one seems able to offer any explana- ties of the district as follows:
At
H.
on
E.
Cincinnati
It.
came
morning
begun.
As
na
was
uem1"I
ttcbiiu
PI
II mm Piles,
Torrance 19; Santa Fe 9; Guada
tion of the strange circumstance.
1
7
0
they had not been successful. Cincinnati
li absorb the tumor 8
Whether this Is another phase of lupe 8; San Miguel 4; San Juan 3; and
muya
1
so
itcbingatonre,
2
11
began
to
ine
Boston
Packer's enthusiasm
Mm
as a poultice, tr'voa instant .
the Interference with her mall, no Taos 4; Socorro 1; Mora 1; Berna Miss
Mason and McLean;
wane, and she whispered her doubt
Batteries
lief.
WUliBms'lnill.inPileOlj
are lillo 1.
Dr.
one knows and no accusations
the family of the young man Ifcirner and Brown.
mflnt Unronarrd for Piles and It u.
Final homestead entries 22; acres about
made. The Incident. however. Is
It. .H. E. SI Ing of thn private purls. Kve.-- dot
Second game
fiitnrhiK the match, and even hinted
pointed to as Illustrating what un- entered 3.5'.'0.
might be disinherited.
His Cincinnati
7 13
0
he
thnt
warranted.
Itr dmcrirKts. hv mull on r
Long
were
The final homestead entries
usual things happened on the
3 cl-i- t ot rrlrt. ha oenta ami si.no.
3
Willi fir
5
piotests that this would be of little Boston
among
MI)F4CTURINR
various
counties
Goulds.
of
the
the
divided
Island estate
t 1'rons..
Import to him were unavailing, and
Batteries Kwing and Srhlel; Llnd- O.N
FOR
BY
It was learned that Mrs. Gould had of the district as follows:
on
being
SALE
TANN
8.
taken
Miss Packer Insisted
aman and Xeedham.
Guadalupe 7; San Miguel 4; Ber back n her hotel as she hart leu it
received a half dozen letters from a
Chicago
At
.H.
H.
E.
2
workman employed at the present nalillo 3: Torrance 2; Valencia
unw eildod
3
Chicago
8
5
time In her old home and that none Mora 1; Santa Fe 1; Socorro 1; Col
Hofusos Him ov.
2
8
6
Philadelphia
1.
opened.
rebeen
had
fax
of them
Since then the young man has
Batteries t razer, Pfelster, Overall.
Desert land entries 12; acres en newed his wooing of the pretty show Moran and Kllng; Coriidou and
1 onntl In Clmlr.
Washington tered 2.240. land entries were divid irirl. but she Is said to look with His. Dooln.
at
Port
lnonirv
desert
favor on his suit. He Is not discour
At Pittsburg
It. .11. E.
brought out the Information that this ed The
among
of the district aged, however, and vows that she will Pittsburg
1
7 13
workman some days ago had been as follows: the counties
comner
go
to
when
Cleveland
not
1
3
4
Brooklyn
repairing
a beautiful upholstered
marry
Guadalupe
3;
S;
him
San
Juan
Chicago,
but
pany
Torrance
leaves
Batteries Ieever and Gibson; Bell
chair In Castle Gould. There wa-- s a 2: McKlnley 1; San Miguel 1.
and stay here.
and Butler.
rent In the upholstering and placing
Miss Packer's deter
of original home
Is
It
number
said
that
total
The
H. H. E.
At St. Louis
worn
Ills hand in this opening tne
entries recorded since January minallon has been made more cer
7 n
3
St. Louis
He then stead
man found some paper.
1
173.744 tain through the intervention of KdIs 1,147; aires
entered
9
3
8
pulled out one letter after another Final 73; acres entered 11.417. Les gar Atcheson F.ly. He was with the New York
Batteries McOlynn and Marshall;
and examined them.
she an Taylor.
in Chicago when
14.574.
acres
entered
91:
ert
Wlltse,
opened.
Malthewson
and
Not one of them had been
The total number of all kinds of nounced that she had decided not to
They had all been sent during the entries
Mr. Ernst.
January 1 Is 1.311; acre? marrv
year of 19n4 to the old home of the entered since
Miss Parker's family name Is Rob
209.. 3a.
American Ixngue.
Goulds. 824 Fifth avenue, after they
eils. She Is a New Yorker and. her
It. .H. E.
had ouit that residence.
is saiil to be a wealthy manu- St. At Philadelphia
father
1
3
8
Louis
had been
Must iie I'p Frank.
Her particular claim to Philadelphia
The original address
facturer.
3
0 5
with
is her friendship
stricken out and that of No. 195
B. L. Wlnchell. vice president of HiuiiniMon
TIIE SIXJltET.
Pelty and Buelow;
Batteries
Hroadwav. Mr. Gould's business ad the Rock Island road, has directed v'n hello Gllman. She claims to be Plank
and Schreck.
Gould's nflieials and employes of that system a "i'hum" of that actress, with whom
Mrs.
of why our bread is In such demand
dress, substituted.
R. H. E.
At Boston
friends fay she does not remember to send their express company franks she played In "The Morning Glory." Boston
Its fine quality, lightness and
2
6 2 for
ever having seen the letters at an to the general unices.
0 most delicious flavor Is
0
3
Cleveland
ECTIEKA!
conand It was absolutely Impossible to
In
that it is n
This Is done. It Is stated.
Batteries Winter and Crlger; Joss
learn what was In them.
ruling made
an
Ve T Have Found It at Last.
Informal
formity
with
winter
choice
from
wheat and
made
Bemls.
and
How thev found their way Into the by the Interstate commerce commis
Found what? Why that Chamber
At New York
It. H. E". by the best methods known In bakupholstering of the chair may yet slon. Other Chicago railroad presl lain's Salve cures eczema ana an
0
10 14
Detroit
develop into one of the Important fea dents are undecided what to do, but manner of Itching of the skin.
3 ing to give nutrition and enjoyment
2
6
New York
tures of the Gould divorce case.
It is stated today the Harriman lines have been afflicted for many years
Batteries
Schmidt;
Donahue and
of rating at the same time. If you
management, on the advice or t.
with skin disease. I had to get up Brockett, Kitsort,
Kllenow and Hlc- every night and key.
There is no case of Indigestion, no Kretzlng, an attorney, had decided to three or four times
are not using Balling's bread try it.
wash with cold water to allay the
the ruling.
matter how obstinate, that will not be ignore Kretzlng
.Washington-Ch- i
At Washington:
declared the law con terrible itching, but since using this cago
Mr.
sneedllv relieved by the use of Kodol
game
postponed;
grounds.
wet
PIONEER BAKERY
salve in December, 1905, tne ncninj
Kodol contains the same Juices found templated an Interchange of passes
but the has stopped and has not troubled me,
S07 South First SCrnet.
Conforms to between common carries,
In a healthy stomach.
American
Elder John T. Ongley. Rootville,
the law content
At Ioulsville:
game,
the Pure Food and Drug Law. Sold commission declares
Louis
First
Pa. For saw by all druggists.
plated personal passes only.
by J. H. O'Riehy & Co.
ville 4; Kansas City 3 (ten Innings)
Seoimd game. Louisville 4; Kansas
City 1.
At Indianapolis:
Fiist game, Innfc.t. aiTT.
dianapolis 2; Milwaukee 3. Second
game. Indianapolis 3; Milwaukee 2.
At Columbus:
Columbus 6; Minneapolis 1.
At Toledo:
Toledo 3; St. Paul 0.
flame called at the end of the sixth
account of rain.
Western lieum.
It. II K.
At Sioux City
Sl.jux City
it II
And Principal Eastern Points
r 10
Pueblo
For more than forty years
s. . Ik'.s- worn tne trouu ol
liatterles
Curbett. New lln and
TH3 GRCAT
Sheehan: Hutch and Drill.
public approval and has beeu recognized as the King of Blood
At Omaha-- ELG33 KurlZ?.. 11
It. II F..
Purifiers.
It has demonstrated its ability to CURE i:i
2
3
Omaha
On Sale Daily
4
t
2
Denver
thousands upon thousands of eases of blood and skin diseases
Batteries Thompson and
Ci! instead
ami Kulusky.
until it is regarded today as the most rcliabh and safest of all
r
June Is! to Sept. 30th
At Lincoln
it. 11. K.
blood medicines.
3
0
2
Lincoln
all-nig-

S

O A.

MAN"

FROM

w

I r
lJ
fr I

all-nig- ht

BORNEO
Admission 15 and 25 Cents
Reserved Seats at Matson's 35c

-

0Cs0O00O000OO

.

A. C. BII.ICKE and JOHN S. MITCHELL, Invite

New Mexico headquarters

their friends to make

at

(

The Hollenbech Hotel
Los Angeles,
California

Tour friendship and patronage Is appreciated.
Courtesy and
attention to guests Is a pleasure to us. Hollonbeck Hotel and Cats
better than ever. Location convenient and desirable.
Depot and beach, line cars stop at the Hotlenbeck door.

000004KC0000K
Foundry and

Albuquerque

Machine Works

mroprftor

R. m. MALL,

Iron and Brass Castings; Ore. Coal and Lumber Cars; Shaftings, Pullers, Grade Bars, Babbit Metal; Columns aad Iroa
Fronts for Buildings.
mmpmlr mm Mining mnd mill Mmohlnmry m mlmltw
Foundry east side ot railroad track.
Albuquerque, N. M.

621 North

First Street.

Phone No.

483

Amwh-IhUoii- .

THE

DIAMOND

EXCURSION

KING OF

--T-

BLOOD PURIFIERS

Colorado

i

SWIFT'S

specific;

1

Southwestern Brewery

ooooooooooooo
THE TROUT SEASON IS NOW OPEN

1

We now operate the Pecos ltanch (formerly the Sparks ranch)
nt tlio headwaters of the Pecos river, where we can accommodate
fifteen gucMts.
Wo cun accommodate twenty-fiv- e
riicmU at The Valley Ranch.
Will send our wagons to meet any train at (ilorieta. if notified by letter or telegraph. Are prepared to carry comfortably parties) of any
number to any and all points on the river. Write for rates.
Atldrewt letters to Pecos. S. 51., Telegrams addreewed to us at
Glorieta will be telephoned to us witliout delay.

y--v-

Pure blood means strong, vigorous bodies, well nourishsystems, steady nerves, and all the machinery of life working iu
harmony with nature thus insuring perfect health. Impure or diseased bloo I means tin
opposite of all this; any impurity, humor or poison iu this vital fluid acts injuriously 0:1
the system and affects the general health. Pustular eruptions, pimples, rashes and the
various skin affections show that the blood is in a feverish and diseased condition, as the
result of too much acid or the presence of some irritating humor. Chronic Sores and
Ulcers are the result of morbid, unhealthy matter in the blood, while Rheumatism, Catarrh,
Scroiula, Contagious lilood Poison, etc., are all deep-seate- d
blood disorders that continue
grow worse as long as the poisons which produce them remain 1:1 the bio
All blood troubles are not acquired.
THOROUGHLY TESTED IN" HER FAJIILY.
Through the blood disease germs are transS. S. S. has been used extensively in onr
mitted from one generation to another.
Parto both youajj and old, and s.wivs with ti.-ents hand down a tainted circulation to their glraa
results. It thoroughly cleanses thfl blood of ail injvir-ities- ,
at th same tuna It builds up the rnerjl hl:h
:hildren, and we see its effects manifested in
appetite, strength and energy. We
niveti
various ways. The skin lias a waxy, pallid itgives
to our children, ft 3 intimated, an i found it tv
to be n
to the system and always capable of p:ir::y.
appearance, the eyes are often weak, glands
the blood and reatorini; heaftb.
I uahetitAtti'.Klv
of the neck enlarged, and, as the taint has log
recommend it to all in need of a blood medicine. It n
blood
been in the
since birth, the entire health superior to everything else as a cure for blood d:i5 is
MRj, CLARA DAL'BSRT.
is usually affected, and the system weakened
Schuylkill Haven, Pa.
from want of nourishing, health-givin- g
blood.
In all blood troubles S. S. S. has proven itself "77io King of Blood PurlfJcr3."
It goes down into the circulation and removes all poisons, humors, waste or foreign matter,
Nothing reaches inherited blood
and makes this
pure and
troubles like S. S. S.; it removes every particle of the taint, purifies and strengthens the
weak, deteriorated blood, supplies it with the healthful properties it needs and establishes
the foundation for good health. As a tonic
S. S. S. has no equal, and it will be found es
pecially bracing to weak, anaemic persons.
One of the greatest points in favor of S. S. S
is that it is purely vegetable, made from nature':
'
g
root.-,:
healing, cleansing,
'
and barks. It is the one medicine ihui m. y
-taken with absolute safety by the
oldest
of
or
child
the
the
i.4:;:i:y
member
PURELY VEGETABLE 1
Rheumatism. Catarrh. Son s nnd Ul-- - S'
n;. :ies. Scrofula, Contagious Blood Poison, and all other blood troubles are cured
::
ueiitlv by S. S. S., nnd so thorough is the cleansing of the blood that no trace of l!
.:
is
t to break cut in future years, or to be transmitted to offspring. If your b' l i
i
of order cin the use of S. S. S., The King of Blood Purifiers, and restore this v: !
to its normal healthy condition, and enjoy the blessing of good health. Hook on the 1...
ud any special medical advice desired will be furnished free of charge to all who wriu.-THE SWIFT SPECIFIC COMPANY, ATLANTA, GA,
-

1

tirr-'.y-
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life-strea- m

health-sustainin-

g.

health-producin-
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1

Des

Moines

druggist.

l."

via

g

TIIE VALLEY RAXCII

S
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id-cept-

Wines, Liquors and Cigars
Wt

I'aln liuliu.
It .i an antiseptic liniment and preresulting from
vents blood
a cut. bruise or burn. It also causes
the parts to heal without maturation
and in much less time than when the
usual trentmeiit is employed.
It y
the pain of a burn almost
For s.ile by all druggists.
o- e Arriiulo for the Mill,
4j"
and rockers.
I.e.
liufiVtts, l'rincc
roo :i. sui'.
Ward
r
'tiilf oni- -i
..,1
r'u'.rel!- iu'
s

If You Want A

Plumber

poi-oni-

Mi.-!o- n

THE

Telephone No. 61
The Standard

ruminate 'levin.

i
I

o

W. "loo. l.'tr, of lu7 St. I.ollis
s. 'l'. v., y.iys: "In th- - past

First and Marquette

aeon ainti-- with
i'ills, and no
f - tried so effi-ct-i v. r
"i inulari.i .'nil bilious.
ivy !!!': grind nor grlie.
no- -

t

ii.a's
I
;

l.ifu

N-- i-.

"iti siitn.

"Boir.l."

Our work is as our name
implies, and our charges are
right.

I

rti...
Tiie Evening CltUen.

Rent."
oftlce ol

-

Albuquerque, New Mexico

oo-eooooo-

;

The St. Elmo
MBaBMaieBBBBBHBieaBBaBMMeaBlBBiaeMBMBeHBMBBeeHeBBMBBBlBHaHe

r-

"Itoonn for
for sale at the

Albuquerque Lumber Co.

Lumber, Glass, Cement and Rex Flintkote Roofing

!
:

tb

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

I

'.

In tloek to outfit
kpmuttvrylhlng
fastidious bar eomploto

Hsv bean appointed exclusive agents In the Southwest fsr Je. .
Schlitz, Wm. Usmp and St Louis A. B. C. Breweries; Yellowstone,
Green River, 'V. H. Mc8rayers Cedar Brook, Louie Hunter, T.J. Men.
arch, and other etanderd trends of whliklee too numerous te mention,
WE ARE NOT COMPOUNDERS.
But sell the straight article as received by us from tie beet laerlee.
Distilleries and Breweries In the United Stat a. Ceil aid loseeet oar
Btock end Prices, or write tor Illustrated Ctalcge and Fries Ida,
limed to dealers only.

('AM)V

Cliaiiilx-rLain'-

cmry

Treisartz.

Successors to
MEUNI a EAKIN, and BACHECHI A GIOMI.
WMOLKmALK DKALKBB IN

Low rates, long limit, tickets
on Limited and all ether
masNumber three is a wonderful
cot for Jeo. H. Parris,
of Cedar trains. Call at ticket office and we
drove. Me., according to a letter will plan your trip back east. Wa
which reads: "After suffering much are all going. Wby not you?
with liver and kidney trouble and becoming greatly discouraged by the
failure to find rellf, I tried Electric
Hitters and as a result I am a well
T. E. PURDY, Agent
man today. The first bottle relieved
and three bottles completed
the
A. T. & S. F. RY.
cure. Guaranteed best on earth for
stomach, liver and kidney troubles
by all dealers.

SA K MONKV.

Ctas. Meltnl,

O. BichecM,

Consolidated Liquor Company

No. S.

HIV VOlli UK CTtKAM AXI)
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J. D. Sakln, President
O. Qloml, Vic President.
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Our KOI7GI1 PUT work aon's have
to be washed over. Imperial Laun
dry Co.
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Tetter Cured.
A lady customer of ours had suffered with tetter for two or three
years. It got so bad on her hands
that she could not attend to her
household duties. One box of Chamberlain's Salve cured her. Chamberlain's medicines give splendid satisfaction in this community. M. H.
Kodney & Co., Almond. Ala. Chamberlain's medicines are for sale by all
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Ilatteries Jones anil Zinraii;
uml Veager.

A Ice Company.

JOSEPH

Standard Plumbing &He3ling Co
i
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BARNETT,

20 Vest

Prop'r.

Railroad Avenue
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ire Department Heeds
The attention of The Citizen has been called to the inadequate fire proIt all conies about as the
tection of Albuquerque under present conditions.
lesult of no chy hall.
The fire station Is now in the old London Club stable on North Second
street and Marquette avenue.
The arrangements, while first class from a
stable standpoint, are entirely Inadequate for a fire department where time
Is everything.
When an
The horses are now at least thirty feet from the hose cart.
alarm Is reported, the firemen must run to he stalls, release the horses, lead
them to the harness and then hitch. Formerly the horses ran of their own
accord from open stalls, beneath the drop harness and were ready for a dash

to the

fire.

There are other difficulties to be overcome, all of which cause a loss of
time In making a run to a fire.
The old fire station formerly used by the department Is considerable of
a wreck. It is not only "unfit for the firemen, but it Is unsafe and a menace
to human life. What Is needed, of course Is a city hall with provisions for
police and fire headquarters.
Since this apparently can not be obtained at this time, the city should
New equipconstruct a fire station suitable to the needs of Albuquerque.
ment would be a blessing at the same time.
The cost of placing the fire department upon a thoroughly efficient basis
rould be comparatively small while the protection thus afforded would be
The fire fighting personnel is one of the
worth the cost many times over.
From the chief to the firemen, all are competent,
best in, the southwest.
They should receive the recognition they
well drilled and trustworthy men.
deserve, by being placed In position to do their duty as it should be done.
Recent severe fires In several cities have proven conclusively the poor
policy of waiting to properly provide for a fire department until It is too late.
This city has been most fortunate In not having had many bad fires.
However, luck may not always be on our side and when a severe fire does
occur, the firemen should not be censured If they do not come up to the
expectations of the people.
An adequate fire equipment Is imperatively needed.
The city officials should give the matter prompt attention.

Sentiment Is a poor thing as a usual case in dealing with crime, but
there is a real touch of pathos in the manner in which Mrs. Valentina Mad"Tell
rid, the degenerated
of Hillsboro, cried for her mother.
mother I sent my love," were her last words as the prison door closed behind her.
knew the meaning of the word
It is doubtful if the
love except, perhaps, in an obscure way, as she remembered the mother's
love of her childhood.
It has been said with truth that few are so bad but
the only good
what they possess some good.
In this half-wil- d
appears to have been the memory of a mother's love. The mother at Hillsboro, with the true instinct of love for her child, did not desert Valentina
She worked until the Inst to
Madrid even In the face of her awful crime.
save her child's life.
When all the world was against Valentina Madrid, the
While the ease Is one perhaps meriting no sentimcther remained true.
ment, the little touch of affection for the mother, who remained when all had
gone, Is the one spot of white In all the
It is but
black life.
another tribute to the mother's love which no life can know and not be betThere is no stronger among mortals.
tered thereby.
girl-wom-

girl-wom-

girl-wom-

In ordering an investigation of the treatment of convicts at the territorial penitentiary. In view of the charg?s made. Acting governor Raynolds
is but doing his duty. If there is nothing wrong in the Trelford management, then Superintendent Trelford certainly can lose nothing by the investigation.
On the other hand, if he has been inhuman In his treatment of
convicts, the public should know It. The attempt on the part of the morning
's
paper to make it appear that the whole affair is simply a plot to secure
If
removal Is silly.
The morning paper has plots on the brain.
Acting Governor Raynolds desired to remove Trelford he could do so without any particular trouble.
At least he could act under the rather doubtful precedent established by the former governor, H. J. Hagerman, who did
not need any particular excuse for removing officials from office.
Those
who know the acting governor will be slow to believe that he has ulterior
By attacking
It Is a case where his duty is plain.
motives In the matter.
him in its usual fashion, the morning paper only hurts Trelford's standing
by making It appear that he feared an investigation. The mistake the morning paper makes in such matters is judging others by its own standard In
Trel-ford-

the matter of intrigues and plots.

Under the heading of an Editor's Annual Hecord. a local exchange

per-

losses: Been, broke 300 times; had money 65: praised by the public 9: told
1; told lies 1728; missed prayer meeting 52; been roasted
431;
11; found
washed office towels 3; missed meals 0; taken for a preacher
money 0; taken a bath 6; delinquents who paid 27; did not pay 430; pains In
consequence 0; got whipped 6; whipped others 0; cash on hand at beginning
11.47; cash on, hand at ending, 23c."

the truth

a.

short crop, late seasons, frosts, snow and rain,

the southwest is looking better than ever before. The fruit is badly damaged in some sections but the ranges were never finer and the livestock returns alone will more than make up for the apparent shortage In other directions. Wall street may have the blues but the southwest has not, and
indications are she will not have for a long, long time to come.
A boat load of United States sailors are missing from
Exposition and all are believed to have been drowned.
It is
if they are on this side of Davy Jones they will turn up in
ready for duty. H is difficult to lose a United States sailor
Others hHve tried It.

the Jamestown

safe to say that
good shape ami
on sea or land.

The average American has one thing to be thankful for.
The advent
of the summer vacation season will cause a temporary lull In the favorite
f
tson presidential candidate boom and give place to the palm
and mint
Julep.
The recent wreck of the Phrlners" special In t'alfornia will cost over a
million dollars.
This is one way of putting it. Hut if the lives caeriticed
are considered. Its cost can not be estimated.
After duly debating for some time, an Arizona court has at length
that a man who has never been In Jail could not lie convicted for
h. Solomon! w here is thy wisdom?
broken jail.
reported that the packing house teamsters are pnparing f,,r
a
it seems that this might be averted easily by raising the price
The common geezer pays the bill at all events.
of meal again.
It Is now
big strike.

Colonel llrsan became a millionaire by Winn d f. a'..
twice for tin
presidency.
Governor Johnson would doubtless lie willing to take half a
much for being defeated once.
1

The territorial Mould of Education is hard at uik ..
the - );,,
books for the coming term.
The pan ins of chii hen .u. hard at work pr
paring to pay for them.
The Kelall Merchants' Association may meet i'
There Is no better pla e for such a meeting and no
would extend a waimer welcome.
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Did ou know there were one hundred ami ihil"
.Albuquerque and ail doing a good, conservative Icisa
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A regular meeting of the Women's
A Baltimore paper has started a
discussion of the subject: "What Relief Corps Ig being held this afAre the Ten Best Things to Kat?". ternoon in Red Men's hal).
A cherry pie and nine strawberry-shortcakesThe Commercial club rooms will
be the scene of a dance tonight. All
Mr. Fairbanks Is not an author, members of the club are requested
and has none of the "six best sellers" to attend.
to his credit, but hack In Indiana he
President W. P, Johnson, of the
Is recorded as one of the six best American Lumber company ,has rebuyers.
turned from California, where he has
O
been on business.
Among those who are disappointed
Ortiz, a well known resident
that Oeneral Kurnki did not come to of U.oldC. town,
Kansas City are the hotel employees. guests Sunday entertained about sixty
in honor of the chrisIn Chicago Kuroki handed out $400 tening
of his child, Mateo.
In tips.
The El Paso train. No. 10, was an
A Pennsylvania
soothsayer soothhour late In
here this mornsays that the world will come to ing, pulling arriving
in at 7:35 o'clock.
It
No one left at 8:10 for the
end 1n eighteen months.
east.
will care much if the weather of the
The C. T. Burch circus with a
last five months Is to continue.
street parade, acrobats, riders, aniIt is discovered that rats eat 100 mals and other features will visit Almillion dollars' worth of grain each buquerque next Tuesday.
year. The loss Is offset somewhat by
Lilian Jean Taylor Is quite 111 with
the knowledge that the Chinese eat scarlet fever at the home of her
about 100 million dollars' worth of grandparents,
Mr. and Mrs. G. E.
rats a year.
Wilson, on North Seventh street.
W. A. Hlllenkoetter, timekeeper of
"The Jamestown exposition," said
a man who returned from there a American Lumber company, who has
day or two ago, "reminds me more been laid up with rheumatism, has
than anything else of the motto that recovered and is again at his post.
my class had when I was graduated
E. .S. Parker, local manager of the
from high school. The motto was International Correspondence School,
'Not finished but begun.' "
Is in San Marclal on business.
He
D
will return home Saturday morning.
There is a rumor afloat that Mr.
W.
S.
Dale, accompanied by his
Carnegie has been sounding President
Roosevelt on the proposition to take wife and son, left this morning for
charge of the Carnegie Institute at their home In Blythedale, Mo., after
Pittsburg on the expiration of his spending the winter months in "he
presidential term. A big salary and city.
a free hand In management are said
W. Q. Deere, of Franklin. Ind.. and
to be among the Inducements offered. Miss Isabel Ward, of the University
of California, are new teachers employed for the New Mexico Normal
SHEEP TO BE DIPPED school at Silver City.
The meeting of the Presbyterian
Brotherhood last night at the Presbyterian church was well attended.
The subject, "Church Finances," was
THE CORRALS
interestingly handled.
Two cars of cantaloupes
passed
through the city today from Brawley,
Cal., for eastern points.
Altogether
seven cars have passed through for
the east during the past week.
A fast freight train of 40 cars
d
was delayed twenty minutes
(Continued from Pace One.)
today in front of the Alvarado hotel
on account of a bad order car havinspectors. Infected corrals that ran ing to be taken from the train.
not readily be cleansed will be deOtto J. Olson. In charge of the
stroyed by fire.
boom, has gone to the northern part
ranges
are
Mexico
New
"While
of the territory to conduct a log
among the best in the country tne drive
the American Lumber comsheep men are desirious of riding pany. forRalph
Johnson left with Olthem entirely of all contagion and are son.
with the territory and
The Elks nil! NOT hold a Meetthe federal governments to this end."
The following Important
orders ing tnuig'it cwins To the fact that
have been Issued by the Sheep Sani- during the f, i,;ln, of June, July an,.'
August, meeting-'are heid but once
tary Board of New Mexico recently:
a month. ir,t date be a g the i'o jrtli
To the Sheep Growers of New MexWednesday
ico:
Notice Is hereby given to all ownregular monthly meeting of
ers or persons in charge of any sheep theThe
Ladies' Aid society of the Preswithin the territory of New Mexico byterian
church will be held Thursthat all sheep must be delivered at day afternoon
at 2:30 o'clock at the
dipping plants for dipping under su- residence
of Mrs. It. W. D. Bryan.
pervision of a government Inspector.
The dipping must be commenced in 800 Park avenue.
The Southern Moving picture
each section by July 1st, 1907, and
any sheep within the territory of New
views of the Thaw-Whit- e
Mexico which have not been dipped murder In Madison Square Harden,
under supervision prior to October and also views of the
1st, 1!I07, will be placed in quaranfight, will bjt; at the Elks' opera
tine, under guard, and held at own- house Friday evening.
expense,
properly
dipped,
until
er's
J. A. Oir.'ia returned
here this
and officially released. This does not, morning
however, authorize owners to delay vicinity, from isa, anip to Flagstaff and
of the K.
member
il"
until October 1st, 1907, to dip their
Garcia company, wool ded.er.
sheep, but all owners or persons in G.
bought
He
5ii,iiuo
pounds of vvj ).
charge of any sheep which are not
voluntary presented at dipping plants which will ue r. red hero.
Mrs. George French, of San Franbefore an order to do so has been
given by an Inspector of this board, cisco, who holds the rank of colonel
are hereby ordered and directed to in the Salvation Army, provincial
deliver said sheep for dipping at such officer for California, New Mexico and
times ami places and In such man- Arizona, will spe ak at .Salvation Army
ner as may be designated by Inspec- hall tonight. All are Invited.
tors in the field.
W. F. Saunders, of St. Louis. Mo.,
Penalty I or on- - ompllniHv.
of
the Business Men's
Any sheep which are not delivered secretary
league
of that city, and his neiee,
at vats for dipping at such times and Miss
Alice Durant, of Minnesota, aiv
places as may be speclfieu by inspecat the Alvarado.
They
tors In the Held, will be seized and registered
dipped, ami all costs and expenses In- have been spending an extended vain
cation
the
valley.
J'ecos
cident to such seizure and dipping
will be levied against such sheep and
Prof. W. K. Preston, formerly
the sheep held by Inspector until such connected with the territorial uniexpenses are paid.
versity, and now a leading chemist
All corrals or places of close con- of the southwest, who has been In
finement of sheep, which are desig- the city for several days
visiting
nated by the inspectors as being In- friends, will leave this evening for
fectious, must be cleaned and disin- Las Vegas on a business nip.
fected, moved and disinfected, or deTonight Is the last night of the
stroyed by the owner or person in
charge. In such manner as the In- "Man From Borneo" at the Casino.
Tomorrow evening the famous sucspector shall prescribe.
cess of George Cohan, "45 Minutes
SOLOMON U'XA,
From Broadway" will be produce-!HARRY F. I.KK,
President.
by the company. This piece abounds
Secretary.
In laughable situations and ought to
Disease Demands Attention.
To the Sheep Growers of New Mex- provide a very pleasant evening for
ico:
the audience.
The disease of scabies Is still so
Col. Hunter, commanding officer at
prevalent among the sheep of the ter- Fort
will arrive from the
ritory of New Mexico that It serious- north Wlngate,
tonight
train No. 7. A comly
interferes
with the Interstate mittee of theon Fair
movement of the same and the de- meet the colonel and association will
confer with him
partment of agriculture demands, and concerning
a military feature for tne
the board is determined, that
He will be invited to remain
action must be taken for the fair.
here tomorrow as the guest of the
eradication of the disease.
committee.
A
plan of
has been
C.
V. Kouns, assistant to Second
determined on between the United
States Bureau of Animal Industry Vice President Kendrick and superinand the board by which all sheep in tendent of transportation of the Santhe territory are to be dipped under ta Fe, who has been in El Paso for
the supervision of inspectors of the several days, Is In the city, having
bureau of animal Industry, the board arrived here this morning on No. 10.
placing in the field a sufficient force He was accompanied
by
W.
It.
to see that all sheep are dipped.
Brown, general freight and passenlnscvtoi-- iii the Field.
ger agent of the southern division.
The above order has therefore been
The order of the postortiee departgiven at the request of the bureau of
animal Industry and a force of gov- ment that ten cents In stamps can
be
used In place of special delivery
ernment inspectors are now in the
tield prepared to supervise the dip- stamps will not g"ii into effect unti
ping of all sheep, and sheep owners the first of July. There has been
are urged to fully
with in- an erroneous Impression concerning
spectors in this work, and to deliver the time the new regulation goes intheir sheep at vats for dipping early to effect and that many are already
in the season In order that the dipusing ordinary stumps for special deping may be finlshi tl before the ship- livery letters.
ping season opens. My dodging out
The Gold avenue and South Firs;
the lambs and dipping them separate
section of the Albuquerqu-- '
from ewes It is perfectly safe to begin street
company Is no more. This
the dipping when the majority of the Traction
morning the tracks on both thoroughlambs of any one flock are one month fares
were
torn up and the rails takold.
It is believed that less loss in
to Second street, where they will
shrinkage will result by this method en
tin.
than by wailing until the lambs are be used on the new spur. Until opthree or four months old as the early Second street spur is ready fur
lipping will give a much greater per- eration, the Harelas cars will rja
iod of time for the regaining of any to Second street ami Gold avenue,
compelling the transfer passengers to
shrinkage before shipping.
walk to Second and Central avenue,
Dipping Advised.
to ride on the old town or lumber
Inspectors will be provided to
dipping from now until Sep- mill lines anil vice versa.
tember Mith. 19117. after which time
I'i" lunnioi i. w ho has bet u enthe presence of inspectors cannot al- gaged
in business with his brother at
ways be guaranteed when desired. It
is therefore
important that owners Seventh and Tijeras avenue, has sold
his
Interest in the tirin and has purarrange to dip their sheep early while
the ioi af
government Inspectors are In their chased of Paul TVuisch,
district, as later on inspectors of the steainhlp agent, a first class ticket
board will have to take charge of to Genoa. Italy, via the lioya'. ItalMr. l.ammoii
and hold .such sheep until a govern- ian Mail S. S line.
ment inspector can be obtained for leaves A lbii,iier,ue Friday niglu for
supervising the dipping, in which case New Yolk from which place tie will
the owner of the sheep will be re- sail next wc.-- ,,n the steamer Saunio.
quired to pay for the extra expense After spending several months visit
i:ig his Id n h place and other points
Incurred.
We cannot too strongly urge upon throughout Italy. Mr. I. amnio:
vv.P
growers
all sheep
to
and r turn o ew Mexico m ingape in
the bureau of animal industry
t,,,inms.lf.
a ill the board in
their efforts to
g
- i -- ported that a ba
It
of siabiiV troll!
i'l.alicate the
Ma .):o-- i
in this territory.
sixty
a
le ar l.a- - Vegas
Si I.i i.Mo
UNA,
trout Vr:, I'll iy and that .; We- side
!
H
UK V I" I.KK.
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AUTOMATIC
Constructed on Scientific
Principles.

Call and See Them.

y

McINTOSH HARDWARE CO.
Albuquerque, New Mex.
They had better lay low when the
fish commissioner comes around for
by the new law, a man Is prohibited
from catching
more than fifteen
pounds a day and sixty would have
to be small to weigh under that limit.
Another sad feature is that they
e
lookwould have to be thin
ing specimens for the law says nurie
shall be taken under six inches long.
The penalty reads $50 fine and sixty
days' imprisonment.

If

eel-lik-

If you want anything on earth, you
can get it through the want columns
of The Evening Citizen. We get results.
TELEGRAPHIC

MARKETS

east-boun-

show-offerin-

mm

The following quotanons were received by F. J. Graf & Co., brokers,
over their own private wires from
New York. Room 37, Barnett building, Albuquerque, N. M.:
New Vork Mocks.
October cotton
Amalgamated Copper ....
American Smelters
Atchison, com
Anaconda
Brooklyn Rapid Transit . .
Baltimore & Ohio
Canadian Pacific
Erie com
. N. Ore Ctfs
Iulsville & Nashville ....
Missouri Pacific
. 60
National Lend ....
New York Central
Northern Pacific . .
Pennsylvania . .
Heading com
Hock Island com .
Southern Pacific . .
St. Paul
Southern Hallway .
Union Pacific
I". S. S. com
I. S. S. pfd
Greene Cananea . .
Shannon
Calumet & Arizona
ild Dominion
Copper Kange ....
North Butte
Butte Coal
Helvetia
S.
t P

.$11.70
83

.
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56
r,3
93
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The Albuquerque Gas,
Electric Light & Power Co.

1694

.

22,i

.

53

.

14

.111

75
62

.

lit)

1 1

2

1254

120
103

1.4

Corner Fourth and Gold Ave.
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Do You Need

20
76
127

19'i

134

3 3 14

98
1

5

'4

17'4

Phone 98

Lawn Mowers, Garden Rakes and
Hoes, Rubber Hose, Cotton Hose.

4 514

77
80

244
6
14-f-

c

Gossip received Wednesday morning. June 12, 1907:
u
New York, June 12. Financial
Most of the adverse
features

TRY US;
BEST OF QUALITIES

J. KORBER & CO.

Bu-lea-

have been discounted, however, and
we do not think more than temporary reactions In recognition thereof
will occur as they may appear from
time to time.
We should buy stocks to average
if they have any further break.

RIGHT PRICES

ALBUQUERQUE, N. N.

2J2

itooooooeoooooo

NORTH SECOND ST.

mmmtimmwmt'mt4m

New York. June 12. Dick Bros, .v:
Co.. on stocks: There Is no apparent
good reason for the continued selling
of stocks and we do not expect the
declines to go very far.
It is quite likely, however, that the
market will show Irregularity.

These Are
Carriage
Buying

?

petrates the following: "An editor, who has taken time, despite his duties as
a moulder of public opinion, to keep an account of his mental and material
progress during the year, offers the following summary of his gains and

Despite dollar wheat,
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New York. June

12.
The warehouse containing the supplies of the
Greene Cananea Copper company has
been burned to the ground.
The loss is estimated at $150,000.
which Is covered by insurance.
It
Is said that the Are will not interrupt operations to any large extent.
Weather:
Hastings. Sioux City,
clear and warm; Lincoln, part cloudy
and calm, warm: Detroit, cloudy and
threatening; Tiffin, cloudy and raining; Cleveland clear, warming
up;
Cincinnati, raining; Pittsburg, cloudy,
sixty.
Chicago Livestock.
Chicago, June 12. Cattle receipts,
1 S.O'iO.
Market steady to shade lower.
Beeves $4.50 fw 4.70 ; cows $1.45
'i 1.75; heifers $2.60 i 5.40; calves
$5.50W7.50; good
to prime steers
$5.50'fi'6.7o; poor to medium $4.50fa'
5.50; stockers and feeders
$3.00 'a
5.20.
20,000.
Sheep receipts
Market
10 to 15 cents lower. Western $4.10i'
6.5o; yearlings
lambs
$6.256.90;
and western $6.00 ' 8.00.
Kansas City livestock
Kansas City, June 12. Cattle receipts 10.000. Market steady to 10
cents lower. Southern steers $4.00 ftv
5.60; southern
cows $2.75 ' 4.00;
stockers and feeders $ 3. 75 'it 4.9(1;
bulls $3.5(Ki 5.00; calves $4.00'i 7.00;
western fed steers $4. 25 fi 6. 1 0 w estern fed cows $3.25 fw 4.60.
Sheep receipts 6000. Market 5 to
lo cents lower. Muttons $5.75 'n 6.75;
lambs $7.50 'n 9.0U ; range wethers
$5.25 'ii 7.0i : fed ewes $4.2 5 t 6. n.
Produce Market.
Chicago, June 12. Closing quotations,'
Wheal July 90 ; Sept. 92"'i9;:.
Coi n July and Sept. 52 TN 'a 5,'i.
i
als Julv 42; Sept. 35
Pork July $15.7n; Sept. $15.77'2.
...ird July JK.S5; Sept. JS.TJ':...
liibs July $ V 4 7 'd S 5n ;
Sept.

hll-i'-

-

,

!

and
Low Prices
Do you Intend buying
vehicle to enjoy the summer months? If you
do don't pass us by. We don't urge you to buy an expensive vehicle
we have many good styles within the range of modest Incomes.

Top Buggies, Runabouts, Stanhopes, Surreys and Spring Wagons of
all kinds. Don't stay away because you are not rich. Come and see

us.

Albuquerque Carriage

Co.

Corner First and Tijeras Road.

Willow

Furniture

1

We have Just received a
splendid variety of these
reliable willow goods in
Chairs,
Rockers, Settees
and Tables in natural finish.

.

.l'.2

New

Money Market.
York. June 12. Prime

cantile paper 5 'ii
on call steady, 2

j perpercent;

5
ii 2

I
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Speller Market.

Is,

.1

line

12.
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dull,

l.ca.l
24

St. Louis Wool Market.
. June 12 Wool

Loui--

mer-

money

cent.

Metal Market.

York. June
5. sr.;
copper
silver tili7s.
New

t.

Come In and see them or.

our floor.

.
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Easy Terms

;

l
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Our Prices Are the Lowest

ALBERT FABER'S
308-31- 0

Railroad Avenue

... Staab Building
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Pineapples
White Cherries
Black Cherries
Strawberries
Blackberries
Loganberries

Bananas
Oranges

FAIR

R

FOR

HELD

HERE

HERE IS YOUR CHANCE MRS. HOUSEKEEPER!

OH

"We are not letting the alfalfa
said
Manager Hubbs, of the Territorial
Fair association, this morning. 'The
soliciting committee gets out every
afternoon and hustles. We are getting subscriptions, but not all we
need. Some business men are so
conservative that they can't see
a good thing until they think It ovtr
a week or two. We need these conservative business men In our community, but It would be a funny kind
of a fair If there were none of the opposite kind to take the Initiative.
"We are left in doubt about a
we arS
great many subscriptions;
told to wait until the matter has been
person
and that perput before this
son and then something will be done.
Most of these half promises will materialize sooner or later, but time Is
precious and we ought to know how
we stand right away so that we can
go ahead with the fair arrangements.
After Features.
"We are going ahead to some extent, as much as our present position
warrants, but we can't begin the real
war dance till we have more jingling
the music. We
coin to produce
have written to amusement agencies
we have taken
bids;
and asked for
steps to see what we can get in the
way of a military feature and also
have taken up the matter of advertising the fair. Stationery has been
printed and we are considering the
advisability of having some fair buttons made to give away. If we decide upon having buttons they will
be given away free. Unless they are
worn by every small boy In the ter
ritory, they will hardly serve the
purpose.
"It Is likely that a car, loaded with
advertising matter will be sent out to
visit the different cities of the southwest.
This was done last year and
the fair posters were plastered on
every billboard in the territory.
"Crimson and green have been
chosen as the official colors of the
lair. Merchants can now make arrangements to have these colors InIn their advertising atid
corporated
flfprrjitlnn schemes.
It will take
stock of
more tnan
the left-ovgreen muslin from St. Patrick's day
to supply the city with all that win
1
don"?
he needed of that color.
were
Whv these two colors
strong,
chosen except that they are
striking colors. It may be thm the
prepn represents alfalfa and he red
tne fjre 0f enthusiasm, but in any
event those are the colors and they
nplp a whole lot to make the
clty j,,,, gay during fair week."
(trow under our

tootsy-wootsies-

,"

all-fir-

m
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FIRE FIGHTERS ARE

HANDICAPPED

Headquarters Not Suited to
,

Their Needs and
Too Remote.
Albuquerque fire department
Itself In even worse condition
ajs the days go by, than In months
past, when the limit was believed to
In present cir
have been reached.
cumstances,
the department could
not respond to an alarm with any
promptness, and the new fire department headquarters are so remote
irom ine Dusiness section mat
eral minutes would be consumed In
petting to a fire.
When the city was forced to leave
its old headquarters on Second and
Tijeras, the old fire house was moved
to North First and Grant avenue. In
the moving, the old structure col-- 1
lapsed, and Fire Chief Burtless, pend- ing its repair by Street Commissioner
Tierney, was obliged to lease the old
London Club stable on Second street
and Marquette avenue, four block"
from the business center.
Antiquated Method.
While these quarters are clean, dry
was not
and sanitary, the stable
built for Its present use, and as a
consequence, the horses must be kept
in stalls thirty feet in the rear of
the hose wagon. In case of a fire
alarm, a fireman must rush to the
animals, turn them loose, and drive
them up to the wagon, before they
tan be hitched. In the old quarters,
the harness was dropped automatically and hitching was a matter of
The

finds

er

;

SECRETARY METCALF

Civil service examinations for the
National Forest service will be held
In Albuquerque on July 23 and 24
and all young men contempt ting
taking these examinations should i?!e
their applications at once. Address
the Civil
Service Commission at
Washington, D. C, and receive full
particulars.
"I would like to see a large number of applicants try for ranger positions," said Supervisor Harris, last
night. "We need nlen In the service
and the chances for obtaining posiWe demand much
tions are good.
of the applicant, as we want picked
men, but I think the territory can
produce them.
These examinations
will be held in different places in the
territory.
The Forest Service offers
opportunities
for advancement and
the work In Itself la Interesting.
It
Is not, however, the place for those
on the lookout for a soft snap. The
life of a ranger Is a stenuous life
and full of responsibilities.
It Is a
life in the woods and mountains;
there are some dangers and some
pleasures; there will be hardships at
times and puzzling difficulties, but It
is a sphere of activity where the Individual has a chance to develop the
powers within him."
Some Rules.
The following extracts are from
the Forest Service Use Book:
"In accordance with the law requiring the selection of rangers anfl
supervisors, when practicable, from
the states and territories In whlcl
they are employed, and the president's order placing them under the
civil service rules, regular examinations lor these positions are held as
required in each state and territory
in which the forest reserves are situated.
"Examination for the position of
forest ranger Is along thoroughly
practical lines and is supplemented
by a field test to determine the applicant's fitness to do the actual work
on the reserve.
The Civil Service
commission appoints officers to conduct these examinations.

Not just a few odds and ends, but

reserved
our entire stock-noth- ing
during week June 10 to 15, at

HALF PRICE
The goods are marked in plain
figures, and for this sale we cut
them in half making prices less
than actual cost in Old Mexico.

WE NEED THE MONEY
And you can't afford to miss the
opportunity-s- o
come early for
OS
first choice.
& v

IjiiulilleatloiiH.

"Keg. 7. Only legal residents between the ages of 21 and 40 are
eligible for the ranger or supervisor
examinations. This qualification will
not be waived under any circumstance.
"Applicants are examined as to the
fitness for positions in the state or
territory of which they are legal residents. Duly when examinations fa?!
to secure thoroughly qualified men
are vacancies tilled by the examination of applicants from other states.
I tanners.
"To be eligible as ranger of any
grade the applicant must be, first
of all, thoroughly sound and
callable of enduring hardship and of performing severe labor
trying
under
Invalids
conditions.
seeking light
employment
need not apply. No one may expect
to pass the examination who is not
already able to take care of himself
and his horse In regions remote from
settlement and supplies. He must be
able to build trails and cabins, shoot,
ride, pack, and deal tactfully with all
classes of people. He must
of land surveying, estimating and scaling timber, logging,
land laws, mining and the livestock
business.
lCxiteiiciiee is Sought.
"The examination of applicants is
along the practical
lines indicated
above, and actual demonstration, by
Uxpei-ii'iicrequired.
performance,
is
not book education, is sought,
although ability
to
make simple
maps and write intelligent reports up
on ordinary reserve business Is essential.
"For duty in Arizona and New
Mexico the ranger .must know enough
Spanish to conduct reserve business
with natives.
Oilier licqiilreinc ills.
"Where boats, saddle horses, or
pack horses are necessary in the performance of their duty, rangers art
lequired to own and maintain them.
"The entire time of rangers must
lie given to the service.
Kngagement
in any other occupation or employment Is not permitted.
"Kangers exeeule the work of the
forest reserves under the direction ot
the supervisor. Their duties include
patrol to prevent tire and trespass,
estimating, surveying and marking
timber, the supervision of cutting anfl
other similar work. They Issue minor permits, build cabins and trails,
enforce grazing restrictions, investigate claims, report on applications,
and arrest for violation of reserv laws
and regulations.'
The pay of forest rangers is from
$xao to $1,400 per year.
A copy of the Forest Service Use
Hook, which gives complete Information In regard to the duties of ranger
and the regulations of the service,
can be obtained by applying to H.
H. Harris, forest supervisor, N. T.
Armijo building. Albuquerque N. Jl.

The, Big Indian Store
15.
Corner Railroad Ave. &
First St. June 10 to

able-bodie-

AND PARTY SAFE

Washington, D. C June 12. A
dispatch was received at the navy
department at 2:15 this afternoon
from .Secretary of the Navy Melon If.
dated at Fortress Monroe. making
inquiry about departmental mailers.
Officials here are now Siitistleil thnt
the secretary Is all right.
Secretary Metcalf and party left
the Jamestown exposition last night
en route to Norfolk, Va.. on board
the light house tender Maple, and
when no news was received of them
The city council has taken no a
tion in the matter, and the firemen this morning, it was feared that the
are fearing that a big lire will ensue vessel had been wrecked. Ho.wever.
from their inability to reach some this message from the secretary sets
fears at rest.
blaze in time.
Are you looking tor something? Remember the want columns of The RUEF
Evening Citizen are for your especial
benefit.
It talks to the people and
they talk to you.

SAYS HE 6AVE

pi

52,500

01CHITZ

When ynu feel the need of a pill,
take a le Witt Little Karly Riser.
June 12. When
San Francisco,
Sold by J. H. OTJelly & Co.
the trial of Mayor Schmitz was re- sumed today, with Abraham Huef on
the stand, the court overruled the
objection of the defense to the ques-- i
Hon pending when court adjourned
yesterday.
The question was. "Did you. in January, l'.tOj, in the house at 2S4
street, give the defendant.
K. .Schmitz, 12.500 in currency'.'"
Kuef answered In the affirmative.
the
liuef said that when he gave
$2.5U0 to Schmitz, he told the mayor
15,000
of
that
thai it was his share
had been received from the French
j

Columbus
Hotel
Guests

Never
Grumble

DRAWN WORK

Positions Can Enter Lists
in Albuquerque.

Officials But Committees
Are Working.

Wax Beans
Rheubarb
Tomatoes
Asparagus
Young Carrots

BE

TO

Need of Money Still Worries Applicants for Forest Reserve

New Turnips
Native Cabbage
Native Peas
Cauliflower

AT

IS EXAMINATIONS

CITIZEN.

FEATURES

TV

E

MANAGEMENT

LOOKING

Apricots
g

EVEN lis Q

ALBUQUERQUE

12, 1907.

Fll-mo- re
Ku-g.--

restaurants.

Huef testified taht in January,
190ti. he gave Schmitz $1,500, telling him that it was his share of the
to $3,0(H
installment, amounting
paid by the French restaurants.

UPHOLSTERING

e,

BIG HERD

FEE'S

STARTS

PEERLE83
HOMEMADE
AT WALTON'S DRUG

CANDIES,

STORE.
ON LONG

WE FILL

DRIVE

PRESCRIPTIONS

Santa Fe Restaurant

Saddle horses a specialty. Bert
drivers in the city. Proprietor of
"Sadie," the picnic wagon.

Open Day and Night.

TRACK BLOCKED

Hunter's Wagon Yard

H.YMBUOOK

Phone

Site.

WRECK

The Santa Fe has been experiencing a series of small wrecks of late,
accident
and this morning another
occurred at Hibera. a small station
A fast
Just south of Las Vegas.
freight train was derailed at that
point and several ears badly damaged, the main line being blocked for
seven hours. No one was hurt.
All trHlns were delayed by the accident, the California limited being
marked up seven hours late, being
due at 6:;i.r this evening.

Meals at all Hours. First Class Service Private
Dining Rooms in Connection. Fresh Lobsters
and Blue Point Oysters Received Daily. - -

UROS.
112 John Street

Under Suvoy Hotel
C. E. SUNTAAGG, Proprietor

SAM KEE
21S

Stmt

South Stcond
Dernier In

Mexican Drawn Work, Indian and Japanese Novelties including Japanese Hand
Painted China Wtrt J J J J J

200
BY FREIGHT

Convenience - Comfort - Security

N. BROADWAY
t

hicles.

TELEPHONE

627

TOU

a

Consult

Reliable

1216

N.

Second

Phone

878$

,
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Mills are
100 lb.
at
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j 3rd St & Goid Ave.
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SCREENS

Door screens as strong aa an ordinary door at prices that defy
screen doors In both strength and price. Window
screens that are as strong aa a door at 7 cents per foot at tba
eastern-mad- e

SUPERIOR
SEE OUK NEW DKICK
ooooooooooo

MIIxL

PT-iAlSTIK-

G

(

Call up 597

j

HAKKRYLINE

j

F. A Hen

Cm

A TELEPHONE

0000000C0X300

I

Dowdell

NEU

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.

Dentist

A

Hatters

pr
telephone
The
your health, prolong your Ufa
and protects yonr home.

The telephone makes the
duties lighter, the cares les
and the worries fewer.

We buy and sell horses, buggies,
and everything in live stock and ve-

The Albuquerque

Reyff

NUE

Where to Dine Well

t

I

WEST RAILROAD AVENEXT TO BANK OF
COMMERCE.

Highland Livery

2,000 Hereford

ts

Expert From Eastern Factories!

203

At Consistent
Prices

TO sKU..
Some good corner lots on West
Coal MVen.ue. Also lots on (Sold
and Sliver avenues. Some good
bargains In houses and lots in all
parts of the city. See I)unlw"'s
,
Heal Estate Agency.

and shortsteers, owned by
yearling
horn
West and Hott, wen known cattle
men of Colorado, were shipped to this
and
city on the Santa Fe recently
from this point are to be driven overland to their range in the vicinity of
Eden.
The steers were met here by a cow
liar"
puncher outfit of the "Three
ranch, which is owned by West and
Hott, and after some difficulty in
crossing the herd on the Harelas
bridge, made a start this morning on
the long drive. The herd is in excellent condition at present and no
fears are expressed by the owners as
The
to the outcome of the venture.
grazing en route is reported to be
wet
good on account of the recent
weather. The longest dry drive will
be from this city to Kio Puerto, a
miles.
distance of about twenty-fiv- e
I'nder ordinary conditions it will not
be necessary to make more than fifteen miles a day.
The cattle were gathered together
In the district In the vicinity of Iem-In- g
and are to be fattened for the
eastern markets. It will take about
thirty days for the herd to reach Its
destination.
About

"Hold your horses, the elephants
are coming." The Creat C. T. llurch
I nil Set of Teeth
shows will exhibit in this city next
(.old rilling
S1.50 up V" II
Tuesday afternoon and night under
large waterproof tens which will be
(.old Crowns
$6 m
I
centrally located. The liurch shows
Pllillle-- s
.50c
t:lrncllng..
In
are new to the west, but to put it
Two or three rooms suitable for
the language of the elongated disciple
of Ananias, traveling in advance of tho housekeeping; llo invalids or children
I.
WOlik AHSOMTEI.Y til'AK- show, "it Is the grandest aggregation desired, T0J east Central avenue.
AVI II D.
that ever came meandering down the
Leggett
pike, outrivaling the gorgeous
Japanese liuwn Mattresses,
invite one I"
of early Home and making Jul- and Plait steel
entry
ius Caesar's triumphal
into sleep. Futrelle Furniture Co.
Home, look like a Chinese funeral
in comparison."
The aggregation
consists of a r performing camels,
llamas, pumas, zebus, Shetland, b is
indicus and other rare and costly anipi: (OIT anil PIniT.
mals, besides the usual compliment
!. X. T. AHMIJO III.IH:.
i;oom
ot acrobats, jugglers bicyclists, rope
and w ire walkers, necroiiuincers, pre- stigeiateurs. Vaullers.
hurdlers, audi
sensational Kuropeaii aerial exploits,
A grand street parade may be given:
Hats Cleaned and lilockcd in
011 tile morning of the exhibition if it 0
Wh'.'ii in need ot anything in the
Aill not take the gross receipts ol
a
any
fjstPanamas
v
stU
the show to permit the management
li'thiiijf
steam
cialty
of the show from casting a lillh sun- - Q
Me
French Bakery Co, 202 E. R.R.Ave.
into l lie lives uf he
Cleaned and Prevsed. Ex-- 6
O
fa aSllllie
nd their elders.
If)
inclined 10
ircs Order
Tile Home Mission
idles ,f the
Prompt!).
H.gliland M. E. church will se rve
.'team ami e; ke, at Col. and .Mrs.
C'v M nuns. JJ'i - on', h Editli street from
(iilMinle.l Iron Cornice, Tin ltoof-pag-etia-

B. RUPPE
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BUY
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CHICK ERING
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There Are No Better
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Work.!

Yost Cold

WHITSON MUSIC CO.,

124 south Second St.

ALBUQUERQUE
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PAST!

WEATHER

(T ha-- , been more favorable, for stock
ai'd for .ig ii nlnir.il purposes during
;li" past
'k. The highest temperature u.k SJ on the 4th; lowest 41 on
the 4 h total precipitation 0.01 Inch.
Login.
W.
yu.iv county W.
Moore
The week has been warm mid
fiit wph very little wind.
A thunderstorm
the night of the 6th
brought a. good shower, amounting to
a. .'in inch.
The highest tern perat lire
was 9'' on the 4;h; lowest, 63 -on the
f

capital, on this 1vth day of May.

EVENING

.1
W. K.WMM.DS.
el eta ry of New Mexico.

IYER

PRESIDENT

:

liclcs of Incorporation

DECLARES

hmumn

of

Tin Working Men's Social Club.
Know all men by these present-- ,
That we Itobert A I'aueett, J. U.
Oilman. Leon l Foster, T. O. Mason and A. li. Montgomery, all of
whom are citizens of the
I'nlted
7th.
aii.l residents of the territory
Manuelito. McKlnley county W. States
A. L. Tarr
There was a good rain of New Mexico have this day volunon the 2nd, but since then the days tary associated ourselves together for
have been clear and warm. Insects the purpose of forming a corporation
are very numerous
anil are doing under the laws of said territory as
provided In section 462 session laws
much injury to trees.
Natw Visa. Quay county Wlllard 1S97 of the territory oT New MexBulletin Issued by Bureau llelknap
we herebv certify.
ico,
The week has been dry and
I.
warm. All crops are doing well s
For Period Ending
The full names of the persons
there Is still plenty of moisture from
forming said corporation are as fol-I- I.
previous rains. The highest tempera10.
ture was 87 on the 3rd and 4th; low- lows: Robert A. Faucett, J.
Boise, June I J. "Dih h total Rain
est 47 on the 3rd; total precipitation man, Unn D. Foster, T. O.
anil A. II. Montgomery.
of more thH.ii 14.impii
mostly
0.07 Inch.
II
disintegration '.'
nutive born,
Red River. Taos county R. W.
Santa Pp. June 12. Tin- p.ist week
IncorporaThe name of the said
cool
Tenn The weather continues
"Does on Increase In revenue
was decidedly inure pleasant and fa- and
with frequent showers. tion is The Working Men's Social
h
iimi an Increase In
vorable weather th;in ue have had The cloudy,
Club.
on
68
was
highest temperature
aKenilunce at lodge locals of more
since the middle of April. Although the 4th
III.
34 on the 3rd;
6th;
lowest
and
ppell discouragement 7
the temperature averaged cooler than total precipitation 0.45 Inch.
The objects for which said cor- t'.ian so.
Weftern Federation
"If
then
the
the normal the days, ax a rule, were
Is
benevolent,
Is
poration
formed
for
Ititicnn. T'ona Ana county W, A.
bright and warm, and there was less
Miners is disintegrating and Its
scientific and literary pur- of
Foote The week has been dry and charitable,
discouraged, for
becoming
members
of the dry, disagreeable winds that sunshiny,
with high winds. The high- poses, and for the entertainment and the above Is what Acting Secretary-Treasurhave prevailed recently. Light showrecreation
said
members.
the
of
the
on
95
was
est
temperature
6th:
the
ers occurred over the more northern
Klruin uill report at the
IV;
lowest 49 on the 7th.
convention at Denver.
counties, but over the southern counThat the time for which said In- annual
San Miguel county John
ties no rain fell and the need of A. Roelada.
II
was Charles H. Mover, president
Rudolph The snow on the high corporation is to exist is fifty (50)
moisture Is beginning to cause some
years
on
and
its
of
rapidly
date
Is
the
disappearing
after
mountains
complaint, especially In the lower
with the warmer weather ana the incorporation.
Pecos country. There Is still much sunny
days. The highest temperature
.V.
now in the northern
mountains,
was
the 4th; lowest 37 on the
That the said Incorporation is to
much more than Is usual at this time 6th; 75 on precipitation
0.05 Inch.
be located In the town of Albuquertotal
of the year, and it is melting rapidly
Rosedale, Socorro county W. H. que, Bernalillo county, territory of
under the Influence of the warmer
was
somewhat
week
Martin
The
New Mexico, and the name of the
Streams are carrying a
weather.
this season, and agent in charge of Albuquerque ofgood body of water but there are no cloudier than usual at
there were several very light showers. fice is Robert A. Faucett.
unusual flood conditions reported.
highest temperature was 80 on
VI.
The following notes, selected from The
4th and 5th: lowest 45 on the 7th
That the number of its directors
the report received this week, will the
0.02 Inch.
precipitation
total
(5).
be
five
shall
the names and resifive the conditions more in detail:
Santa Fe. Santa Fe county V. S. dences of those who are appointed
Agricultural
College.
was for
Dona Ana Weather Bureau The week
the first three (3) months are as
county Allen Graham The weather brighter and warmer than we have follows:
Robert A. Faucett, J. B.
has been dry and windy during the been having recently, but It Is still Colman, Leon
D. Foster, T. O. Mapast week, with only a trace of pre- cooler than normal. The average deB. Montgomery.
son
A.
and
cipitation.
The highest temperature ficiency In temperature was about 7
In witness thereof we have herewas 97 on the 4th.
degrees daily. The weather was unto
set our hands and seals this
Albert. Union county H. M. Han- cloudier than usual at this season. second
day of April, 1907.
son Although it Is somewhat warm- The rainfall was light at the station
R A. FA l"C ETT,
er there Is still considerable wind, but it appeared to be considerably
O. MASON,
T.
On
and R is getting rather dry. The heavier In the nearby mountains.
J. B. COLMAN,
dally thunderstorms amount to mere the whole the week was much more
A. B. MONTGOMERY,
aprinkles, and end in wind.
The favorable and pleasant. The highest
LEON D. FOSTER.
highest temperature was 8S on the temperature was 75 on the 4th and
Territory
morning
of New Mexico, )
on
of
40
the
the
4th; lowest fL' on the 4th; totul pre- 5th: lowest.
(ss.
cipitation 0.18 Inch.
loth; total precipitation 0.01 Inch.
)
County of Bernalillo.
R. M. HARDINGE.
Bell Ranch, San Miguel county
Section
Acting
Director.
On this second day of May, 1907.
C. M. O'Donel The week has been
pubT.
notary
X.
Wllkerson,
before
generally fair, with a good shower on
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Fifteen Thousand Men Joined Western
Federation During Past Year,
He Says.
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Capital and surplus, $100,000

INTEREST
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SAVINGS
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With Ample Meant anil I'fisurpassed

Factlltlaa,

er

fvth.
The highest temperature
was !tM on the 4th; lowest 47 on the
7th: total precipitation 0.28 Inch.
Hloomfleld. San Juan county Fred
LeOlerc The past week has lieen
good growing weather. It continues
threatening, with much thunder but
little rain. There is plenty of water
In the river but the range Is getting
dry. The highest temperature wall on the 6th; lowest 4 5 on the 4 th;
total precipitation 0.18 Inch.
Cam bray. Luna conty J. S. Case
The week has been dry and sunshiny. The highest temperature was
90 on the 4th, &th and 6th; lowest 56
on the 7th.
Carlsbad, Eddy county Raymond
DePue The latter part of the week
was unusually hot. the 4th. 5th and
6th being near the hundred mark.
There was no rain. The highest temperature was 104 on the 6th; lowest
61 on the 6th.
I)ulce, Rio Arriba county F. K.
James The weather has been Honie-whcloudy but the precipitation
was light. The highest temperature
was 80 on the 6th; lowest, 37 on the
4th and 6th; total precipitation, 0.16
Inch.
El Paso. Texas I. S. Weather
Bureau Dry, sunshiny weather prevailed during the week. The highest
temperature was 95 on the 6th; lowest 61 on the 6th and 7th.
Espanola. Rio Arriba county F.
I). McBiide The week has leen
cloudy, with light showers. The highest temperature was Si on the 6th;
lowest, 43 on the 7lh: total precipitation, 0.41 Inch.
Gage, Luna county K. J. Tl'.ley
Warm weather, more like Hummer,
hits prevailed during the past week,
but with rather high winds. There
was no precipitation.
The highest
temperature was 93 on the 4th: lowon
48
6th.
the
est
Glen, Chaves county Mary I'ooley
d
Fair and warmer weather has
during the past week.
county Jackson
Folsom. Union
Tabor The week has been cool and
cloudy, with local thunderstorms on
on the 5th
the 3rd. 4th and f.th.
there was a cloudburst at the head of
Oak canyon, causing a Hood in the
canyon exceeding that of September.
1904, by fully two feet.
This was
probably the heaviest fl l the canyon has known since the present
growih of timber began, as indicated
by the driftwood. The highest temperature wax 75 on the 6th: lowest
40 on the 4th and 7th; total precipitation 0.28 Inch.
Fort Bayard, Grant county Post
Surgeon The week has been dry,
with cloudless days. The highest temperature was 83 on the 4th; lowest 44
on the 8th.
Fort Stanton. Lincoln county J.
E. Bergman The week
has been
bright and sunshiny. and without
temperature
was
rain. The highest
S7 on the 4th; lowest 46 on the 4th
and 6th.
Fort Wlngate, McKlnley county
Post Surgeon There has been no
rain during the past week, and the
days have been bright and warm. The
highest temperature was 7H on the
fith; lowest 42 on the 6th and 7th.
Iake Valley. Sierra county Wm.
P. Ketl The weather ha been generally fair, with only a trace of precipitation.
The nights have been
cool, particularly o nthe Nth. It ha
been very windy toward the close of
the week, especially on the Nth.
Las Vegas. San Miguel rountv
Dr. Wm. Curtiss i!.iile
The weath- -

the

at

M
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Physicians agree that
Pabst Blue Ribbon Beer
is a most healthful, noun
ishing and sustaining bev.
erage, richer in food vatuoa
than othr beers.

The Pabst Eht-DaMalt.
ng Process secures all of tha
nutriment in the barlev-eraiwhichthe Pabst Perfect Brewing Process transmits to tha
beer in
form.
y

ti

Pabst B!ue P.iblion Beer,
rich in malt and tonic properties of hops, makes an
ideal drink at meals or be.
twoen meals, aiding- digestion and soothit-- rurvet
K'roest Meyers
1

.t

IV.

i Co.,

Silver Ave, Albuquerque.
Ptioue IZC

Extends to Depositor
New Accounts--Capita- l,

DEPosrronr

and

8oItclta

for the atchison, topeka and santa fe rt.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
ALBUQUERQUE,

lic, within and for said county personally appeared Robert A. Faucett,
J. B. Oilman, Leon D. Foster, T.
O. Mason and A. B. Montgomery, to
('HAS. H. MDVEIl. FROM A NfJW PHOTOGRAPH TAKEN ON" THE
me known to be the persons describand who execute the fore-goi- n I.AWX OF THE COUNTY JAIN AT HoISK. IDAHO.
cki;t55';c.tf, of comparison. ed herein
ginstrument, and acknowledge of tht Western Federation of Miners, w mill and Pettibone. are confident
that they executed the same as their speiklng. and these were the word. that they will be acquitted. John H.
t
act
free
and deed.
tin; Hist Interview he has given Murphy, the federation attorney. Is
Territory of New Mexico, otlke of the
In witness thereof I have hereunto
here participating In the present trial
inee the trying days of his
secretary.
n commenced.
of Haywood, a'though he la far from
1, J. W. Raynolds. secretary of the set my hand and seal, at the city of
this 2d day of Mav,
in II.
territory of New Mexico, do hereby Albuquerque,
lutlou irolntt.
907.
Ho spoke with great feeling.
certify that there was filed for
bis
"The fedeiation gained 15, ODD new
X.
THUS.
WILKEKSON,
eyes flashing ami his arm upraised in members last year," he said. "Most
at nine o'clock a.
ord In this
Seal.)
(Notarial
gesture.
D.
of
May,
an
impressive
A.
these were gained In the Black
in., on the ISth day of
ENDORSED:
1907,
He was pacing the lawn in front Hillp, California, Wyoming and NeNo. 4961.
r.nd they are men who will be
of the Ada county Jail. His statement vada,
Articles of Incorporation of
Cor. Rec'd. Vol. 6. Page 4 71.
In the old days
her- - quoted was his reply to a story permanent members.
'Hie Working Men's Social Club.
we
to have men who mlned for
Articles of Incorpomiioii of
used
given
publicity
been
which
wide
has
(No. 4961.);
The Working .Men's Social Club.
during the past few days to the effect a while, th?n prospected, and then
Filed in ollice of secretary of New that the miners were leaving his or- farmed. Nowadays, the short workand also, that I have compared the
9
18,
May
copy
a.
m.
Mexico,
following
1907.
of the same, with the
ganization because of the attacks day and the fair wage return, all
gained by the federation, make minoriginal thereof now on file, and deJ. W. RAYNOLDS,
made upon Its motives.
ing
attractive vocation, and the
Secretary.
clare It to be a correct transcript
"We are gaining ground all the nun an
are not slow to take advantage
Compared: O. to M.
therefrom and of the whole thereof.
Moyer, as he resumtime."
continued
fact."
of
o
that
Given under my hand
and the
ed his walk. "The Western Federagreat seal of the territory of
FEE'S GOOD, COLD TSOOT BEE
tion of Miners is meeting In Denver. s n Thus from the two best posted
at the city of Santa Fe, the AT WALTON'S DKUG STORE.
Annual reports will be made by the ern rces it Is declared that he WestFederation of Miners Is not In
offtiers now acting In executive capacities. These reports will be pub- tiniiKer of Immediate dissolution.
lished mid tiie public will be surprised
the future of them Is learned,
For scratches, burns, cuts, Insect
WILL EXHIBIT IN ALBUQUERQUE ONE DAY when
our hi gani.;ition w ill be found to be bites
and the many little hurts comgrowing ai'd prosperous."
mon to every family, use DeWltt's
Arc All Confident.
Sold
Carbolized Witch Hazel Salve.
Moyer and his
Hav- - by J. H. O'R'elly & Co.
rec-offl-

Accommodation,

tlSO.OOO.OO.

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
Solomon Luna, President; W. 3. Strlckler, V, P. and Cashier; W. J.
Johnson, Asst. Cashier: Wm. Mcintosh, J. C. Baldrldge, Solomon Luna, A. M. Blackwell,
Geo. Arnot. O. E. Cromwell.

NEW MEXICO

orriCERS and ommcroR

ARTICLES OF INCORPORATION

Incar-I'era'.-

j Every Proper

JOSHUA 8. RAYNOLDS
M. W. FLOURNOY
FRANK McKSS
R. A. FROST

Prealdwl
Vice President
Caahler
.Aaalatant Cannier
Director

H. T. RAYNOLDS

U

U. B. DEPOSITORY
Authorlxed Capital
Paid Up Capital, Surplua and Profits

1

Depository for Atchison, Topeka

&

S500,06t.M
$250,00O.M

Santa Fe Railway Company

CANNOT AFFORD TO LOSE

New-Mexic-

Have you deeds, mortgages, insurance
policies, or other papers that you do not
care to lose? If so, we advise you to
rent a safe in our fire proof vault. Our
safety deposit boxes will hold a good
many papers, articles of jewelry, etc, and
the cost is only $2.50 per year.

18
JUNE
TUESDAY.
P.
SHOWS
AND
2

H

M.

California
'

t,

STATE NATIONAL BANK
ALBUQUERQUE

Excursions

i

2nd and Cold

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

Every Tuesday, Thurs-

' J

day and Saturday during

Big Double Menagerie.'
;

June, July, August
and September

fhr

tut
n

GREATEST

0F

ttni7
"nuujr

KFOW1INO ANIMALSIN

350
2 OR U IN IN Y

Lilliputian Performers.

TH'

Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers

Los Angeles and Return $35

...

ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

San Diego, Coronado and
'

Return

-

$35

San Francisco and Return $45

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

TRAINED CAMfcLS
TRAINED SACRED CATTLE
TRAINED TAPIRS
TRAINED DROMEDARIES
TRAINED CASSOWARY
TRAINED ANT EATERS
TRAINED BOS INDICUS
TRAINED LLAMAS

LOOK THE WHOLE
COUNTRY OVER

CL0WNS.20

GetSgFuII

Particulars

T. E. PURDY,

TALKING PONY
EXCIT1NQ RACES

and you will find no better screen
doors than we are offering. They are
Wisconsin white pine, the kind that
will not warp and cheaper than the
Inferior kind.

From

They Keep the Flies Out

Agent

RIO

?oooocoooooooooo
A Checking Account

Bid MORAL SHOW

WATERPROOF TENTS
Hiatl SCHOOL RIDING
BRING THE CHILDREN
LEAPING GREYHOUNDS
EVERY ACT A FEATURE
ANIMAL POLICE PATROL
A PLAY ENACTED BY DO(i
ISIS, the TALKING MONKL--

Puts System Into Your Business
you pay all bills by check, your business is recorded
Each Item shows for Itself. There la a correct record of all receipts and expenditures In your bank

WHEN
bio

Kvtrv Chili Att.-uli- u?'
he Matinee Will
jJvJ
Given ?. Pony Ride, Absolutely Free.

11 a. m. Daily
Grand 0NETICKE
Free Street Parade
r4DllTST' LI. DEPARTMENTS
I
() P i: I.A li ! U I
i
H
A

f s

K

For every bill you pay. you get a receipt. Tou have positive
proof that you paid each obligation.
Wo give the same careful attention
to both large and small
accounts.
,lt,
.

The Bank of Commerce
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
CAPITAL AND SURPLUS $200,000

0C0OOOOOOOO0OO

GRANDE

LUMBER

CO,

Corner Third and Marquette

IOflfOtOtOtOtOf
RELIABLE.'
"OLD

Gregory's Rcyol Italian Banda Rosso

Cppp

Wholesale Grocers

::

Extremely Low Rates

Troupe9 of Acrobats.
Scores of
Gymnasts, Bycyclists, Jugglers, Wire and Rope
Walkers, Necromancers, Atheletes.
and Japanese Performers, t

A

::

::

Return Limit Nov. 30

350

TRAINED PI OS
TRAINED GOATS
f RAINED TIGERS
TRAINED PONIES
TRAINED ZEBUS
TRAINED R1BDS
TRAINED PUMAS
TRAINED DOQS

2nd and Cold

ESTABLISHED

18TI.

S

L. B. PUTNEY

I

THE WHOLESALE GROCER

I

FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS

C

Carries the largest and Most Exclusive Stock of Staple Groceries la
In toe Southwest.

FARM AND
RAILROAD AVENUE.

I

FREIGHT WAGONS
ALBUQUERQUE,

N

M

i

'

MKONFSOAY,

JfNE
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Another Car Load of Furniture

BREWERY

POLYGAMY

FOR

THINKS

Just Arrived at Futrelle's Furniture Emporium

UNION,

xxiuxTiniiiiinixxiximrriiiiiiiininxxiiixiiiiiirixixiiiiiixiiixixiiini

DEFIANT,

WORKINGMEN

Join the

jar

WILL IGNORE

REGARDLESS

Nobby Furniture that

oim; M7.i:i

A

Elder Roberts. Once Excluded
Milwaukee, June 12 Nearly nil the
From Congress. Speaks
8
beer brewed In the I'nited States has
been "unfair" to union labor since
for Mormonlsm.
June 1, under an order Issued by
Salt Liike. June 12. Elder
H. Roberts of the
Mormon
church, excluded from Oregon because of polygamy, said here today
In a public speech that the Mormon
polygamy
church still believed In
and would continue to practice it in
spite of any law. There would be no
new polygamous marriages, however.
The speech was in connection with
the controversy whJch has been waged
letween the ministers of the EvanMormon
gelical churches and the
priesthood. Boberts spoke In reply
to an open letter published by the
He frankly
ministerial association.
declared that the church had sur
rendered not one lota of its belief in
the principle of polygamy. Of himself he said:
Same Old Story.
I stand exactly where I did ten
years ago, namely, that (hough me
church proclaimed against tne continuation of this relationship, though
the state proclaimed against it, neith
er the church nor tne state may ao- solve the moral obligations I am under or release me from the moral
dutv."
the
Mr.
Roberts characterized
evangelical ministers as being neither
real men nor real women ana sain
they were better qualified for pink
All of the
teas than statesmanship.
high officials of the church, including
present
anu
President Smith, were
tacitlv endorsed the address of Mr
Roberts as an utterance of the
church.
Brig-ha-

OF

been granted the men In addition to
the Increase In salary.
The Western Union works its day
men nine hours and Its night men
hours.
seven and one-haprefer commercial
Telegraphers
work because the way to good positions is more open through exclusive
telegraph work, they claim, and the
work Is not so burdensome. The railroad telegraphers as a rule are not
work,
overburdened with telegraph
but at the smaller stations they are
required to do much clerical work.
Not a great while ago the western
roads placed a ban on the employment of young boy9 In the service,
and now telegraphers must be of a
certain age to find employment. For
the work done it is claimed railroad
pay Is not adequate, and because of
this the roads find difficulty in getting
competent men in important posi
tions.
lf

LAST YEAR'S

RECORD
Slight Slackening of Traffic
as Compared With
Recent Rush.

Blocked All

laj.

June 12.
line used "by the iSanta Fe
Lake between San BernarColton was blocked all day
An extra east orange train
cars backed down the
of thirty-tw- o
main line to pick up three cars, and
miscalculating the distance crushed
into them with such force as to completely demolish them. This occurred in almost the exact spot where
the Santa Fe passenger was wrecked
March 1. in which one person was
killed and many seriously injured.
The wreck occurred at 5 o clock
esterday morning, and It was 5:30
last evening before the tracks were
cleared.
San Bernardino,

Cal.,

The main
and Salt
dino and
yesterday.

Chicago, June 12. While traffic
managers of the weawtern railroads
are free to admit there has been a
moderate slackening In the pace at
which traffic has been moving for
months past, they will not admit that
the situation is such as to create a
surplus of cars, nor do they predict
much of a check to the general business situation. They claim to believe
that there will be enough tonnage to
keeD earnings large In spite of the
claims that we are on the verge of a
crop failure. Railroad olflcials do not
agree with the crop experts as to the
extent of the damage to wheat and
oats, although they say there Is no
doubt that the damage has been
great in some sections, but even so
they are not in the least pessimistic
From their reports from the belt and
from loading reports. It would appear that their optimism Is warrant-

m

resident Samuel Oompers, of the
American Federation, of Labor. For
this order to have effect, the 2.000,-00- 0
working-meIn the A. F. L will
practically have to abstain
from
drinking beer. The question Is: Will
they do it?
They will not Is the answer of the
Brewery Workers' union, which Is the
order expelled from the A. F. L.
For this Is a case where union Is
fighting union. The brewery workers are as much In disfavor with the
great control body as If they were not
organised at all. They have clashed
SAY UKKK WILL WIN.

20.00 or 30.00
Join the Club and adopt the Uniform and we
can assure you that you'll never regret having
done so, and you'll pay your dues willingly.

M. MANDELL

COPYRIGHT 1904

WASHINGTON
FASHIONABLE.

CLOTH1NO.

a
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Now Discovery
Prlet
60c $1.00
M
NBC
Fra Trial.

BABIES

0UGHS

Surest and Ouickeat Cur for all
THROAT and LUNG TIIOUB
LKB, or MONEY BACK.
PILLS
PENNYROYAL
dvirmme Wtkktifw. Irrrro
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Last Friday closed the first year
work of the territorial Institute for
the blind at Alamogordo.
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HENRY'S
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Cleaning anil JJrmittg IBurlifl

81. 1907.

COAL

N: 8l, Kid Cnst
Parent Ceil Blnckrr,
$4.00

aDBBMBBMMHBaMB
BEST CLARKVILLE LUMP
S.50
PER TON
BLOCK
BEST AMERICAN
16.60
PER TON

Xvfords,
$3-- 5

ligh Shoes,

WOOD
mmmmmmssWA

$4.00
Let us fit you.
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GENTLEMEN'S CLOTHES

boxes a year.
' the penu.re,
he ver careful to
at (iallup. mad.: cn!y ty the SterUi.g Rerr.ed, Company ai.d r.ever roid in I uV. Every Utltt
Stamped "CCC."
'il

CccJs CalUJ for

MRS. ROSE HENRY

.. o7LVJ,"u "'mioV. m

yllbuqutrque, VeW XCtx'co

CHAPLIN

WFJI.

FOR CASH ONLY

Beaven

502 80UTH FIRST STREET.

121

Railroad Avanua

Thos. F. Keleber
DEVOES READY PAINT
One Gallon Covers 800 Square Feet.
PALMETTO ROOF PAINT
Stop Leaks, Lasts Five Team
JAP-A-LA-

408 Watt Railroad Avanaa

DON J. RANKIN & CO.

FIRE INSURANCE. REAL ESTATa.
LOANS.

GOLD)

Automatic Phone 411.
Room 10, N. T. ArmUo Bulldln

AVE.

A. E. WALKER,
FIRE
INSURANCE

Secretary Mutual Building Assooss-tlonOffice at SIT West Bsllrea
avenue.

W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
L1VERT. SALE, FEED AND
TRANSFER STABLES.
Horses and Mules Bought and Ex- changed.
BEST TOURNOUTS IN THE CITT
Second Street, between Railroad and
Copper Avenue.

block,

ton

Ccrrllloa Lump
Anthracite Nut
$9.00
AnUiracIte mUed
Anthracite, stove .and .furnace
slxea

.&

Clean Gas Coke

$6.00

WOOD.

..

Green Mill Wood, iter load.

IV. H.

HAHN

&

.12.18

CO.

Rotb Phones.

Don't Forget The
ALBUQUERQUE

PLANING

Tin; oi.nK.sr .mill ix

W. E,

.

MAUGEP

Mi
with R&ube and Mauger
115 North First SC
N. M.
ALBCQrERQUE,

Office,

TOTI A OR A PI

Dealers In Groceries, Provisions, Haj,
Grain and Fuel.
Fine Line of Imported Wines Liquor
per
Place your orders fe
MM and Cigars.
this line with us.
$8.5
NORTH TH T.D 8T.
8.60

COAL
Genuine American

j

.

The flexible sole Red Cross
Shoe is comfort able from
'he start.

Norfolk. Va., and return, 15 day limit, shoe that's
$58.76; sixty day. $73.90; season
absolutely
limit, Dec. 16th, $87.45.
Denver and return, $23.70: Colorado
Springs and return, $20.75; Pueblo zomfortcble
and return, $18.95. Tickets on sale
June 1st to Sept. 80, 1907. Return
limit Oct 81. 1907.
T. E. PURDT. Agent.

Bowel-Muscl-

.

with the oof

The burning and aching
caused by stiff soles and the
svils of thin soles are presented by the Red Cross. It
Enables a woman to be on her
Feet for hours at a time with
:omfort.
City and return $40.25, Jane
A stylisJi
15 Inclusive. Limit August

W
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No Lm'k of CoiilidoiHT.
Braxton Bragg and Miss Wren
From all that can be learned ther
VKTOII L. ItKltfiKR.
Morris were united in marriage at
west
over
the
of
conlldence
is no lack
Melrose, X. M., Sunday.
Socialist Editor of Milwaukee.
with regard to the crop outcome or
FREDERIC HEATH.
the general business outlook. HankJoshua Salsberry. of Alamogoruo,
Herald.
ers do not appear to be worried, and
has been appointed as student at the Editor of Social
up
suffIs
keeping
say that business
territorial university, his expenses to THE MEN WHO SY THAT Till
iciently to warrant fairly high rates
county.
by
be paid
Otero
BREWERY
WORKERS' FIGHT
Mils. MMtSHALL FlKIiD.
for money In most localities. They
Will, RE THE IMNIIMi OF
'hlcago. June 12. Mrs. Marshall
say there are signs of easiness in thr
patriotic Americans numberThe
SAM I EL ROMPERS.
Field Is to lay aside her social
ing Too or more, in the energetic
respect, but aver that it Is only a
temporary affair. On the other hand
lumber town of Madera, Mexico, are violently with it. and are nut only gallons to
the duties of a
milk Inspector.
to celebrate the coming Fourth of
the interior merchants are free buyexpect
to
Oftlant,
it
still
but
defeat
July in grand style and in a truly
The widow of I'hlcago's merchant
rs of all classes of freight. This Is
are bucked by the oelallst In
It Is but a matter of ballasting th western manner, according to news They
significant In the face of the freaky
A. F. !.. headed ny Victor I,. prince, society leader and possessor
the
finishing
adding
a
touch
Base
week.
and
road
this
every
there
of
received
from
prevailed
has caused a stir among
weather which has
Milwaukee. They are pre the millions
ball, horse races. bronco busting, HerKcr, of
4KI by accepting a position on
where, and It shows that the farmers here and there before the Eastern
Jumpers,
of
downfall
the
dlctinR
ball
as
grand
a
contests,
Mexico,
and
better known
steer tying
a clvli' health commission appointare in the market quite as extensively railway of
whom they Ioiik have opposed.
arbe turned are among the features being
ed by Mayor Husse. All other memas heretofore. It is pointed out that the "Helen operating will
I In tt leu rou ml.
of
course
not
finished
but
ranged
of
Milttuukei'
tlie
for.
department
to
over
the
steady
bers of the board are men.
as long ns the farmers remain
Here in Milwaukee.
where the
detail as yet. That It will be a
Her new duties will carry Mrs.
articles the Santa Fe system. This will be in
purchasers of manufactured
MaIs
Industry
Is
im
brewiiiK
for
the
national
success
of
grand
certain
changing
the
of
Field Into the tenement houses and
of every class there need be no fear the siEnal for the
portance.
they
proven
Its
what
will
the
crls
flitht
people
have
reach
dera
th
Chicago
and
between
line
It main
and
he will
of diminishing railroad earnings.
Is.
To conform with the order of hospitals of the city
Santa Fe can do in the celebrating line.
become a rival for sociomeans that the mills must run and coast.onlyIt Is stated that thefreight.
tiompers. Ihe Milwaukee trades coun doubtless
line
use
will
for
the
logical
employed.
of
be
Miss
honors
must
help
that
The Phoenix. Ariz., postoftlce now cil would have to expel 37 of Ihe and Mrs. Potter Palmer.Jane Addams
4mm
No Calamities.
the delegates making up that body, these
takes rank in the first class. exSttiilu IV at Hutchinson.
The appointment of the commis
A partial loss of the winter wheal
tielntr brewery worker delenates.
stamp sales of the office having
Hutchinscn, Kan.. June 11. Wht.i ceeded the amount required. $40.on0, would also have to call out on strike sion Is the result of the milk cru
(run is not going to he a calamity
which was waged In Chicago
sade
according to those best Informed, ll the work now being planned In the for the year ending March 31. lM'i". the fiOO mechanics who beloiiK t
Fe The actual receipts during the year other unions than the brewery work- during the winter. At that time It
for what Hutchinson yards of the Santa
will mean more money
found that over half of the milk
wheat is raised; It will help dispose ompanv is done the capacity will be were f4U,4l. The receipts for the ers, butA who are employed in brew- Is was
consumed in the city was Infected
were $35.t63. The eries.
formal order to do this
of the remainder of last year's crop
little more than double. This will previous year
with germs, and that that was the
Just past are necessary.
at fancy prices; It will create a great mean that the extensions tnai nave April and May receipts
"1 predict it will lie slow wink to cause of a scarlet fever epidemic.
the hiser demand for corn and will create been going on here for years hav reported to be the biggestwillIn Increase
It is believed that the commission
execute the order when It does come,"
power for the failed by half to keep up with th tory of the office. This
a. ereater purchasing
salary of Postmaster McCllntock says JBeidi Sheehan, acting- business will be able to greatly improve the
products of the middle classes, which growth of business in Hutchinson and the
Postmasbeelevation,"
agent
said
of the trades council. "I
$100. '( nir
milk supply and that death's summer
will be reflected In future railroad on the Santa Fe road.
ter McCllntock. "Indicates that the lieve the American Federation will harvest of babies, which is always
revenues.
big
a
now
as
not
is
give
business
in."
tourist
large in Chicago, will be lessened by
ft Is pointed out. however, that the
Freight engines 1037. lii.'i", 105
factor in Phoenix as it has
Other Ciiiinis Hie ail-chundreds.
railroad situation Is so full of disturb
ind 1113 which have been used on business
lioin-pers
formerly."
giving
In
been
his
President
division, hav
inn elements that a short period of the middle Kansas
Inupon
acting
own
not
was
his
AXI) CHIKOI'O-WISreadjustment may soon appear. The been received here for service on th
itiative, but carrying out the orders IIAIIt JUlKSSKIl
problem of meeting future necessities New Mexico division. Engine 103
of the A. P. L. convention at MinneGet
More
Mrs.
Kamblnl,
be
way
her parlors oppomust
in the
of construction
pulled the wrecking crew to Las
apolis last November, which support- site the Alvaradoal and
next door to
morning to clear up
taken care of; increased facililie
this
ed
of
the
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IS. MARSHALL FIELD, MILK ! KILL the COUGH No breaking in
and CURE th LUNC8
INSPECTOR, WILL TRY TO
needed
Dr. King's

Topics
Las Cruees has organized
partment.

COPYRIGHT 1904

WASHINGTON

FINE CLOTHING & FURNISHING
Agent For

Territorial

Will Get New Handings.
We are going to get the round
house, machine shop and store hous
and office building this year, and 1
ould not be surprised to see ground
broken within a very short time," said
Santa Fe official yesterday. In dis
ussing the matter of improvements
cheduled for San Bernardino, Cal.
This official went on to say that
there was enough work in sight at
this point to keep the present shop
force busy fur several months, with
out any new work coming In. Thus
the need of the new machine shop
and other facilities is urgent, which
has had much to do with causing the
llicials to reach a decision lo hurry
tinwork this year.

ed.

labor wont err

OCT IlKKIl 1KCAI"NF. its rx-Flit," IS TIIK HKI.1F.1- - OF HOOY
i:.PKM.Kl HtM THE A. F. L.
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Cir. Cial and Second

STILL AHEAD

Club Uniform is viz: One of our Single
Double Hreasted Blue Serge Suits, a Straw
Negligee Shirt, Bal liriggan Underwear,
Hosiery and a Summer Tie.
You'll be pleased with the Uniform.
It will look well and you will not object to its
price. The annual dues for the entire outfit are
not high and need not exceed
A

OF jAW

pocket-boo- k

W. V. Futrelle Furniture Co.

Club

Anti-He- at

VT MKKTS every Summer at this store.

A large assortment of
will make yovt
glad

-

THIRD STtEET

Meat Market
and Salt
stMim Sausage Factory.
FMrL KXIENWORT
Masonic Building, North Third
An Kinds of Frefch

Btre

B. A. SLEYSTEB

MILL
INSURANCE. REAL ESTATB
NOTART PUBLIC.
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F.ocn.s
ar.d 14 Cromwell pi,., a,
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thk city.
door, framrt,

VVIk'H in need of sisli.
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etc.
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South I'iiM Mrcct. Ti-- ,. hone HCI.

A'tuc,utrque. Tflethons

No.

11.
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tQBTWEST

PERSONAL
Krnmt i oui:vwr.

RAlLROADAVQf

They give free access to the air, do not

obstruct the movement of the ankle and
show off your foot to the best advantage.
They cling closely to the heel and do
not slip up and down. No breaking in
i..io sa.oo

i.ro

.

SI.BS $2.R0
sa.oo na.r.o
,.$2.30 $2.75 $3.00
.

.i.,v)

$2.50 $3.00
$3.00 $3.50
$1.23 to

.

2.2.t
2.oo
$3.00
$3.00
$3.50
$1.50
$3.50
$1.00
$2.50

KANS4.S CITY
Beef Tenderloins

Sweetbreads
Brain3

Roasts

Pork Tenderloins
Steaks

J CREAMERY

MERRirrS

BUY

.MIUIV.M.S.

fl:30 p. ni
6:4!; p. m.
First No. 1. 7:4. p. m.
!
1.
No.
Second
I. tn.
No. 7. 10:55 p. ni.
No. !. 11.45 p. tn.
No. 4. 11:69 p. m.
No.
No.

3.
S.

bee;) employed

Fireman Merry
on this division.

required.

Women's White Canvas Oxford
Women's iray Canvas Oxfords
Women's Tan Kid Oxfords
Woman's ltlark Kid Oxford . . .
Women's latent KU1 Oxford .
Men's Gray Canvas Oxfords . . .
Men's Vict Kid or Clf Oxford
Men's Patent Colt Oxford
Oxfords for Hoys and Girls

Til MX

BUTTER

Arthur Hou-- e has returned ft tn a
vNIt In Tucson, Ariz.
F. N". Cameron, of Da son, N M.,
Is In the city today.
(iolden,
of
Charles I.. Thayer.
spent the day in this city.
Mrs. J. C. Ross left yesterday fo- the east for a short visit.
A. J. Hlaln, or El Paso, was a outness visitor In the city today.
D. M. Chandler, of El Paso, was ITi
the city today on business.
Pr. W. H. lieere. of Gallup, was a
visitor In the city yesterday.
F. I. Fisher Is here today from
Carnegie on a business mission.
Miss Zara Manby. of New York,
Is visiting friends at Imh Vegas.
J. F. McCllntock, of Marcus, Iowa.
Is a business visitor In the city.
Manuel Armljo. of Pena Mlanca, Is
a business visitor lu the city today.
M. L. Shelley and J. E. Shelley,
left last evening for Los Angeles.
daughters left
Mrs. Collins and
yesterday for a tour of the east.
Mr. and Mrs. Beatty have gone to
Kentucky for a visit with relatives.
J. Diego Aragon. of Los Lunas, Is
in the city on business this after- noon.
O. H. Kniffen. of Denver, is in
Cerrillos looking after his mining Interests.
Miss Bertha Staab. of Santa Fe,
left there this morning for a visit In
Chicago.
Eugenlo Itomero. coal oil Inspector, was In the city last evening from
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THE WAGNER HARDWARE

Plumbers

321-32-

Tinners

3

Alaska Refrigerators
Savin
Ice Pads

Our

line

of

White
Refrig-

erators

Ice

Cream
Freezers

the
most
complete
in the city
is

Water

Water

Coolers

Filters

,

A new supply of Garden Hose, both in cotton
and rubber. Hose Reels, Lawn Mowers,
Grass Catchers. Our prices the lowest
THE

Diamond

di'li-i?a-

Washington. D. '., June 12. Delegate W. H. Andrews, of New Mexico,
announced today that the following
new postofflces In New Mexico have
been declared open by the postof-fic- e

department:

(Joldgrate, Torrance county Nellie
II. Jennings port mistress,
Plainview, Chaves county, Florence
Hodge, postmistress.
Hemlock, Quay county. D. Colyar,
postmaster.
Preston, (Juay county. Edna King,
postmistress.
Chamral, Taos county, B. LovatO,
postmaster.

-

Till-- :

Its. BAMBINI.

3MXMTY

OitrH

i

of

.

Proprletrc--

Prices

belt-loo-

$15

$12

Eastman Kodaks

OIrVl-TV-

HAWLEY

riil

f

two-butto-
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n
styles as
We have the three and
you may prefer, in a wide diversity of fabrics.
These are skeleton lined to match the cloth, with
the pockets "stayed" so they will not sag. The
fronts are interlined with canvas or haircloth to
give stability. The trousers have cuffs,
and side buckles and are made with an inclinaeffect, for Summer wear.
tion toward the peg-to- p
Especially good values are priced at

e,

M

11...

At Popular

Manurnient.

Isolated opposite the Alva-rail- o
and next to Sturges' cafe,
has recently been entirely reIt
furnished and remodeled.
Is now one of the coolest an
most attractive rooming houses
In the city, with every modern
convenience,
both hot and
er.'rl water and electric light.
The only house In the town
that will not receive Invalids.
You can secure a room for
$S
per month and up. Also
by the day or week, at reasonable prices. If your old
room Is warm and uncomfort-ahlmove to the Annex.

3

U

Summer Clothes

ANNEX ROOMING
IIOCSK.
New

w

We Have an Exceptional Showing

James Graham McNary, of El Paso,
Supplies Finishing for Amateurs,
formerly a resident of Las Vegas and
proprietor and editor of The Optic, loan Kodaks free.
Is in that city visiting with friends
and relatives.
On the Comer
Col. R. E. Twitched, of Las Vega.',
The Leading Stationer.
left last night on No. 8 for Ann Arbor, Mich., where he will visit his
son, Waldo Twitchell, and also attend a reunion of his class.
Mrs. William Rosenthal, son and
daughter, left Las Vegas yesterday w
afternoon for New York City, where
they will visit for some time with
the former's parents. Mr. and Mrs.
Hoffman.
President Luther Foster, of the
115-11- 7
New Mexico College of Agriculture
and Mechanical Arts, has been In at- Between
tendance at tin' meeting .of the ter- .,.f ...1,,...,,!..,. ,i,
.!....;..!
nni
Fe this week.
J. N. Council, general passenger
agent of Topeka; W. K. Etter, superW.
It.
intendent of San Marcial;
Brown, division freight and passenger agent, of El Paso; J. K. Mount.,
general freight agent of Topeka, and
F. B. Klnghton. a tratlic otlicial of
Chicago, nil oillclals of the Santa Fe
system, were guests at dinner today
of the Alvaiado management.

$20

$18

The Central
CTCDTVT
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Avenue Clothier
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NORTH FIRST STREET

Railroad and Copptr Ave., Tel. 74

Refrigerators, Garden Hose. Garden Tools
WATER
COOLERS

Madam

LAWN

HIGH GRADE
ENAMELWARE

r

MOWERS

it

TREE PRUNERS

McCormick Harvesters and Mowers

Steward-Lam- b
WILL SKI.fj ALL T11IMMF.I) HATS
AT OXK II LF MAKKKI) PRICE,
MOKN-IM- i.
Tl'rXUAY
COMMKNtlMi
JN IK IITII. 210 SOlTll SEC-OXSTREET.

None Better

ft

U

fXIt KENT.
TWO ROOMS IN THE HARNETT
IU ILDIM.. SECOND FLOOR: KENT
ROOMS IX HIT 1,1)1 XCi,
LOCATED
OR
FOR LAWYER
SITTABLI".
PHVSU'IW. INOlTHi: ROOM 3,
HUM..
HARXETT
During the

season

when

white

Bhoes are worn you want a preparation that Is cleanly in use; that Is

easily applied and that really restores
the original purity and smoothness of
the surface. In other words you want
Blanco, the standard dressing for
white leather and canvas articles of
all kinds. 10. 15 and 25 cent packages at ( May's Shoe Store. 314 West
Central avenue.

JUST RECEIVED
f FRESH

RAILROAD

AVE.
We Injlte

A

C. H. Carries t O.D.

The

The Railroad Avenue Optician

Eyes Examined Free
1 14 Railroad Avenue
ALBUQUERQUE,

Reduction

In

J.

H. O'RILLLY DRUG CO.

The busiest drug store between Denver and Los Angeles. We have
recently refitted our Ice cream department and can now accommodate
fifty people at a Bitting. The best of everything in our line.

AN ELEGANT

LINE

BRILLIANT CUT

Of

LIBBEY'S

CLAf
Manager.

H. E. Fox. Secretary and

N. M.

BENNETT'S CURIO STORE

RY
Trimmed Hats

109 North First St.

All Kindt of Indian and Mtxlcan Goods. Tha Cheapest
Place to buy Navajo Blankets and Mexican Drawn Work
Mall Order Carefully end Promptly rilled.

Miss C. P. Crank
5(2 North Second

Srt

SO 2

fc

Mrs. M.

AND

the surtace of
telling
thought
is stitched
and
work,
their
h
Smart Clothes. You,
into our
being a man of today, are interested in good
clothe- s- clothes that fit. Ours are yours, and
h
label marks them.
the
Two-Pie$ 9.00 to $18.00
Men's Suits
$12.00 to $30.00
Business Suits for Men
Stein-Bloc-

ce

ORDERS PROMPTLY

FILLED

18 W. R. R. Ave

LIVERY

424 NORTH SECOND
TELEPHONE 43

the

ST.

Ladiss and Gentlemen's
Fine Clothes

E. L. WASHBURN COMPANY
122 South Second

The

HICKOX-MAYNAR-

CO.

D

NEW MEXICO'S LEADING JEWELERS
South Second St.
Tha Arch Front

First St.

0

Wholesale Distributors

Building.

Room 7.

Wm. CHAPLIN
FINE FOOTWEAR
Agents For
FLO&&HEIM SHOES
121 R. R. Ave.

O

0

Acme Steel Mowers, Rakes and

0o

Harvesting Machinery

0

Lightest Running, Strongest, Wear Longer, Cost
Less for Repairs

TAILOR

Maker of

N. T. Armijo

Also Some Specially New Designs in Cut Glass

EXCHANGED

New Location

GIEL1TZ

Hand Painted China

Gold!

sssssssssssssssssssssssss

4)

BELL'S

Now, a Very Choice Assortment of Pickard's

0
BOUGHT. SOLO

KEEN MINDS CUT DEEP below
Stein-Bloc-

I OS N.

?K

Cuaranteeo

1

224 W.

Ladies' ana Men's Clothing CleanRepaired.
ed, Pressed ' and
Men's
Suits made to order. All work guaranteed. Prices reasonable.

Association Otfloe
Transactions

ROSENFIEID'S,

Wilson

Morelli, the Tailor

Cons'. Co.

R.R.

C

1

West Railroad Avenue. Rhone 131

Write For Our Aeir Catalogue

Just

FANCY WORK

Direct From the Factory

Reliance Rlectric

We Are Displaying

Stamplnif Dime to Order.
.Materials fur

DRY BATTERIES

MAYNARO

T. Y.

GEO. W. HICKOX

FANCY DRY COOPS

New Supply of

TICKETS

119 West Gold

I

XXXXXXXXXXXXXJ

Specialty of

Palace

Diamond, Wstches, Jewelry, fn Class. Clocks. Silverware.
your trade and guarantee A SQUARE DEAL.

MAIL

13. I90T.

OR NEW MEXICO

Fe.

i

JIXK

STYLISH DRESSMAKING

Just Arrived

EVERITT

left last night for
Portland, Ore., on a business and
pleasure trip.
x- V. M. Mhoon, of Seven Hivers,
M., was a visitor in the city
terday.
Treasurer Eugenlo Itomero, of San
Miguel county, is in Santa Fe on
otlicial business.
Mrs. M. A. Hill will leave tonUli.
for Colorado Springs, Colo., to spend
the summer.
X.
Manuel Arniijo, of Pena Blauc-aM., Is in the city today. He will return home tonight.
R. C Williams, of South McAlester,
I. T., was In the city today, eu route
to Hoswell, N. M.
Miss McAlpln. a well known Albuquerque lady, has gone to Chicago
for an extended visit.
Mrs. Morris Tlshler, of Denver, Is
in Las Vegas visiting her daughter,
Mrs. Charles Greenclay.
Nabor Mirabal, assessor for Valencia county, was lu Albuquerque on
legal business yesterday.
). D. Olmstead. of Washington. D.
S. laud
('.. a special agent lu the
service, is in Santa Fe.
Tito Melendez, sheriff of Mora
county, Is In Las Vegas today from
his home at Mora on business.
J. D. Carpenter, superintendent of
The American Lumber camp at Kett-ne- r,
was In the city yesterday.
Assessor Marcelino Ortiz, of Santa
Fe, has gone to Ojo Caliente. where
he Is taking the bath treatment.
Mrs. Armijo. accompanied by her
daughter and son, left last night for
Los Angeles to spend the summer.
Misses F. M. French and Lora L.
Holmes and lienjamln H. Van Ott
have been retained as Instructors at

WKDMSD Vy,

NEW POSTDFFICES

'

Las Vegas.
F. J. Schmidt

SmdtoeM

CITIZEN.

the Normal university at Las Vegas,
for the ensuinir year hy the president.
V. E. Harrison.
Mr. anil Mrs. A. Mmtiner., of Wag
on Mound, are vlnltliiif with fharlo
Hernandez and family at Ins Venn.
A. Lurraxolo, of I.u'j
Attorney
Vegas. Is In Santa Fe. He was th'j
f
democraticfor
candidate
lust year.
of
F. U. Bode and wife,
Hoik
Springs. Vyo were In the city la
nlitht en route to Koswell to visit
friends
David Uosenwuld and wife
home to Las Vegas yesterday af
ternoon on No. 1 from aa extensive
tour of Europe.
Iouls Ilfeld and wife, who have
been visiting in Europe the past year
for the benefit of Mrs. Ilfeld's health,
will return home this evening.
H. L. Cheswlck. H F. Kunz. John
Itryant. C E. Hawkins and H. H.
Cramer, of Las Vegas, composed a
party of visitors to the city today.
to Las
Tilden Hosklns returned
Vegas
yestrday from Urbana, 111.,
where he has been attending the University of Illinois for the past year.
S. Spitz, daughter
Miss Florence
and son. Mernard, have returned to
Santa Fe from Denver, where Miss
Florence has been attending school.
J. A. Wood, a well known mining
engineer,
and formerly connected
with the (iolden (Sold and Bullion
company, of (iolden, is in the city
today.
D. O. Mayless lias arrived In Las
Vegas from his home at Columbus,
Mi), .to make a short visit with h?s
sisters. Mrs. W. P. Mills and Miss
Bayless.
Chief Clerk Brady, of the wood
preserving works at Las Vegas, left
on So. H today for St. Louis, called
by an accident which occurred to his
brother.
President C. M. Light, or the New
Mexico Normal school at Silver City,
ha-- s
the territorial
been attending
board of education meeting at Santa
-

Denver, folo.. .June 12 C.eiieially
Thursday, exrept
ami
fair tonlRht
showers tn the north portion
y.
Thursday.
terrltoi

Will Make Your Feet Comfortable
During the Hottest Weather.
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Out Low Shoes
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ALBUQUERQUE
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